The Australian CharitY

StoryBook

Everyone has a story to tell...

Welcome
It has been a great pleasure bringing The Australian
Charity Storybook to life.
Throughout human history, storytelling has been a
powerfully emotive means with which we connect and
understand ourselves and each other. Through our
stories, we share the most important and universal
aspects of our lives, including the search for happiness,
belonging, freedom, safety, love, and prosperity.
Inspired by this tradition of storytelling, we feel
the most fitting way to articulate the positive
influence charitable organisations have on our
lives and Australian society is by helping others tell
their stories.
In collating this diverse collection of stories, we have
gained a deeper appreciation of the often unheralded
work of charitable organisations and the people who
play such an important role in enriching the lives
of others.
The Not-For-Profit Foundation hopes to build and
strengthen the connection between yourself and the
people involved in the not-for-profit sector. We hope
you will share with us the struggle, hope and triumph
so powerfully embodied in this collection of stories,
which perhaps will be a source of inspiration and
catalyst for action in your own life.

Kind wishes

Hugh MacNally
Chairman

Kris Vogelsong
General Manager/Director
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the shepherd centre

The Audiologist finished
the tests and said,
“Your daughter has severe
profound hearing loss.”
We couldn’t speak. It was
like a big slap in the face.
I just started crying.

sophie’s

Shannon recalls
the day that she and
her husband were
told the words no
parent wants to hear.

song
Little Sophie’s parents were overjoyed when their gorgeous
bundle arrived – their first child; a beautiful baby girl, with
strawberry hair and the brightest big blue eyes. “She was
perfect,” Sophie’s mum Shannon recalls. Like almost all
newborn babies, Sophie was given a hearing test, known
as a SWISH test, at just a few days old. When she failed
the test, her parents were told Sophie would need more
comprehensive testing.
“When she failed the SWISH test the first time, my husband
came back with the piece of paper listing ‘the reasons why
your baby didn’t pass’, and I remember reading it and going,
‘Pah, whatever,’ - I chucked it in the bin,” Shannon says.
“And then she didn’t pass again, and the lady next to me
in the room, her baby had just been tested and I remember
her saying, ‘Oh, my baby passed the hearing test.’ And me
replying, ‘Oh, mine didn’t. ‘Oh.’
Shannon vividly recalls the day that she and her husband
were told the words that no parent wants to hear. “We went
to the hospital for the ‘Auditory Brainstem Response’ test –
but honestly, we had no idea what was happening. I had my
back to the computer screen, but as my husband watched it,
I saw his face just went grey – he could see that Sophie had
no response to anything.
“I was trying to nod to him, ‘It’s okay, isn’t it?’ – but his face
painted the picture. I remember looking at an orange folder
titled Your Child Has Hearing Loss and thinking to myself,
‘We will be going home with one of those.’
So he finished the tests and he looked at us and said,
‘Your daughter has severe to profound hearing loss.’ We
couldn’t speak, we were so silent. It was like a big slap in
the face. I just started crying and I remember saying, ‘Will
she go to normal school?’ ‘Can she hear us now?’ “And my
husband was just silent. He was working on cars as well
and we didn’t know anything about hearing loss so he was
thinking perhaps it was his fault because he used to angle
grind. I mean, we had no idea. Absolutely no idea… we
walked out and we were just silent on the way home. For
about two hours we just couldn’t speak because you know,
your perfect little bubble has been burst, I suppose. “So we
came home and took the phone off the hook and just cried
ourselves to sleep that night. It was pretty devastating. It
wasn’t very nice at all.”

“I got to see the other kids running around and they were
speaking like typical kids. It was such a happy, supportive
atmosphere that it took a bit of my fear away. I knew that I
was in the right place and that I could come back the next
week,” Shannon explains. “It put me on the right track, and
gave me a battle plan and a goal and things to work towards.
Our therapist, Alicia, was an angel. And the mums were so
supportive. I drove home with less fear. We were starting on
the right journey for Sophie.”
Sophie commenced the Early Intervention program shortly
afterwards, and received a cochlear implant to aid her
hearing when she was just seven months old.
“I think the little milestones are the things that keep me
going,” Shannon says. “After Sophie first had her implant
‘switched on’, she looked around as if to say, ‘What’s that
noise?!’ It was the microwave in the other room, which she
would never have heard before. Then she started saying
tricky sounds like ‘shh’ and ‘fff’, and soon after she was able
to say her own name!”
Now, almost five years later, Sophie’s family are overjoyed
to hear their little girl speaking clearly and confidently, telling
jokes – even singing ‘Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star’!
“My hopes for Sophie when she was born have already been
achieved, ten-fold. I didn’t think she would be speaking as
well as she is, or be as proud and confident and accepting of
what she has. My hopes now are for Sophie to be confident
in her abilities, to love school and to lead a happy, rich life and
experience all that she possibly can.
“The Shepherd Centre has given Sophie the gift of speech
and taught her to communicate, which has changed her life.
“They are an amazing family who will do absolutely everything
humanly possible to help your child. You have access to such
high quality professionals who have only got your baby’s best
interests at heart. They help you along the path and give you
knowledge, confidence and love and support.”
the shepherd centre

Soon after Sophie’s diagnosis, Shannon brought Sophie
to The Shepherd Centre for the first time. Shannon wasn’t
sure what to expect, but after spending just a few minutes
at The Shepherd Centre, she felt reassured that everything
would be ok.
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refugee advice and casework service (RACS)

seeking refuge
The story of two individuals fleeing persecution
and seeking peace in a new land.
Maryam – the refugee
Maryam came to Australia as a 16 year old from Quetta,
Pakistan. She and her family fled Afghanistan when she was
8 years old due to the persecution they faced as Hazaras.
One day, she was at school when her mother rushed up to
her and said “Quick , Maryam! We have to run, the Taliban
are coming, we must run!”. Maryam knew that she had to run
harder than she had ever run before to escape the Taliban.
She had already lost two brothers, taken by the Taliban and
never seen again. So little Maryam with her two remaining
brothers, two sisters, her mum and dad ran and ran until they
reached Quetta, in Pakistan, 800 kilometres away.
Maryam and her remaining brothers and sisters studied
hard at school in Quetta, learning English. Meanwhile their
parents tried to organise asylum, as Quetta is a dangerous
place for Hazaras.
Eventually one of her uncles organised asylum for them in
Australia. The family were flown to Sydney airport where they
were greeted by a settlement worker. Maryam’s English was
so good the family didn’t even need an interpreter.

By this stage, Maryam was 16. She realised that her dream
was to help people in her community to settle in Australia.
She studied hard and despite years of no formal education
managed to get a place at University to study law. Whilst she
studied, she helped fellow Hazara refugees by interpreting,
filling in forms and explaining how things worked in Australia.
Maryam applied to RACS to do her practical legal training
as she recognised the importance of RACS’ work helping
asylum seekers and wanted to give back to Australia. Maryam
was able to complete her legal training, become a migration
agent and is now working at the organisation helping asylum
seekers and refugees. She speaks 5 languages fluently,
understands the difficulties faced by clients as she has
experienced them too and can now give legal advice!
Maryam is a shining of example of the strength, determination
and generosity shown by refugees in Australia. She has
overcome the tragedy of family loss, survived years waiting
for asylum and is now giving back to her new country by
helping the most disadvantaged.

Mohammad – the asylum seeker
Many arrive in Australia as unaccompanied minors - young
boys who set off on epic journeys in the hope of seeking
safety away from the violence of their home country and
an opportunity to start a new, safer life. Mohammad’s story
shows how difficult that journey can be.
The first time Mohammad came to our office for help, he was
so traumatised he could barely speak. He was one of the 35
survivors of a boat that had sunk in Australian waters.
Mohammad is the eldest son in his family. He was 16 when
he arrived in Australia. He has three sisters and two disabled
brothers, one is deaf and the other has a spinal injury. His
father had been a farmer in Afghanistan, but the family had
fled to Pakistan after the death of their grandfather resulted
in violent land disputes.
His father found work in the coal mines in Pakistan but had
an accident and could not get out of bed for two years due to
his injuries. Once Mohammad’s father recovered, he opened
a shop selling groceries and Mohammad worked alongside
him to help support the family. But times were tough, Pakistan
is not a safe place for Hazaras, so the family made a difficult
decision. Mohammad was to try and seek asylum in Australia.
Mohammad ended up on a boat on his way to Australia when
at 3am the boat started sinking. 130 people were on that
boat. It was pitch black. People were screaming as massive
waves crashed down on the boat. The boat started to fall
apart, those who could clung on to pieces of debris and tried
to keep their heads above the freezing cold water.
As the sun came up, the survivors could see that they were in
the middle of nowhere. They kept looking out to the horizon,
hoping to see a boat that might rescue them. The waves
slowly calmed down but the tropical sun reflected off the
water and Mohammad’s skin started to blister. There was no
respite from the sun, no water to drink and no food.

Mohammad was 16, alone and had never seen open water
before this journey. He couldn’t swim. He just prayed that
the bit of wood he clung to would keep him above the water
long enough to be rescued. It is hard to imagine how he kept
his hopes of rescue alive with the sun beating down and his
fellow passengers sinking down into the ocean, one by one,
as they gave up hope and drowned.
The Australian Navy finally arrived at 7pm that night – 16
hours after the boat sank. Only 35 people survived and
Mohammad one was one of them!
Sadly, his parents called people in Australia to find out if their
son had arrived safely and heard that the boat Mohammad
was on had not arrived in Australia having sunk en route.
On hearing this news, Mohammad’s father had a heart attack
and died. His mother and younger siblings were now alone
in Pakistan.
Happily, Mohammad was granted a protection visa in 2
months. He is going to school. But now his main focus is
trying to bring his surviving parent, his mother, his sisters and
his two disabled brothers to Australia. As he says:
“Pakistan is also very dangerous for Hazaras. The Taliban and
other groups have openly said they want to make Pakistan a
graveyard for Hazaras. There are bomb blasts and killings of
Hazaras on a regular basis. It is so dangerous that Hazaras
do not leave their house unless it is absolutely necessary.”
For a widowed woman with a young dependent family Quetta
is even more dangerous.
RACS’ family reunion project has helped him with his family’s
application for a humanitarian visa but the wait for a visa can
be up to two years. Let’s hope his family survive this wait.
refugee advice and casework service

Mohammad was 16, alone
and had never seen open
water before this journey.
He couldn’t swim. He just
prayed that the bit of wood
he clung to would keep
him above the water long
enough to be rescued.
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The Wesley Research Institute

Robert’s story

Tina’s story

Seven years ago I was diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis
(MS). From the age of 12 I always felt something wasn’t quite
right, and I often complained to my parents that I couldn’t run
properly. Just before I was diagnosed, I realised I was feeling
extremely fatigued regularly, so I visited my GP who referred
me to neurologist Professor Pam McCombe. Diagnosed with
MS, I immediately asked: “So how do we cure it?” I quickly
discovered there was no cure.

In February 2010, I suffered a debilitating stroke.
I spent three weeks in a coma in hospital in intensive care.
When I awoke, I had no control of the right side of my body,
I could not speak and I had lost my entire memory from the
day I was born. I didn’t recognise my husband or remember
our wedding, and told him we have to get married again.

Regular drug treatment – a three-hour transfusion every few
weeks – has worked well to halt the progression of my MS
symptoms, although I still struggle with fatigue. Last year,
Professor McCombe mentioned an MS clinical trial at the
Wesley Research Institute, so I registered for the study. After
taking the clinical trial drug alongside my regular infusions,
I’ve seen tremendous benefits.
I can run after my niece and nephew and catch up to them,
my fatigue levels have decreased, my energy levels have
increased, and I can think more clearly at work.
I absolutely recommend clinical trials for people looking at
alternatives to help them, particularly when it is an illness
like MS with no current cure. The WRI Clinical Trials Centre
explains everything so clearly and they are extremely friendly.
I believe doing something has got to be better than doing
nothing. I feel I am in the position where I need to participate,
otherwise I’m not doing my bit for people who will be
diagnosed in the future.

I was diagnosed with aphasia, a term used to describe a
range of language difficulties following damage to certain
regions of the brain. I had trouble matching objects with their
names and recognising how certain objects should be used.
WRI researchers asked me to participate in a study
that would help me identify activity within specific brain
regions and help predict better treatment outcomes.
I said: “Bring it on!”
In 2011, I had 12 speech therapy sessions over four weeks.
The study also included functional magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scans before and after. My head was covered
with sensors. The therapy was very helpful, particularly the
sound-based therapy where words were broken into syllables
and sounds. I’m gradually recovering. I can smile again, my
speech is improving, I can walk with a stick, I’m regaining
movement in my right arm and my memory is returning.
Being involved in this research study has allowed me to turn
this experience into one that may help other stroke sufferers
to receive more targeted treatment in the future.

Personal On Medical Research

Perspectives
Stories from the front line of clinical research.

Garry’s story

Allie’s story

In 1992 I was diagnosed with a brain tumour. I was 33 years
old and playing AFL in Bundaberg when I experienced a
mini stroke during a game. At the time I thought it was just a
knock to the head, so I played on.

When I was 21 years old, I was a law student, had recently
retired from competitive ice skating and was diagnosed
with bone cancer. It was a very rare cancer, a low grade
osteosarcoma in my tibia, right next to my knee.

A week later at training practice, the left side of my body
suddenly stopped working and I fell to the ground. After a
visit to the hospital and my GP, I was sent for a scan which
revealed a brain tumour. I have been diagnosed with several
tumours during the past two decades, and just recently I
began battling yet another.

My orthopaedic surgeon and Wesley Research Institute bone
cancer researcher, Dr Scott Sommerville, told me I was very
lucky not to have broken my leg as the growth had ‘eaten’
through about 7cm x 3cm of my tibia. It took Dr Sommerville
and his team over 7 hours in surgery to take out 10cm of
my tibia and my knee and insert metal prostheses. Dr David
Theile, a plastic surgeon, created a muscle flap to protect the
prosthesis and a very large skin graft.

I have concentrated a lot of my time raising awareness for
brain cancer and starting an initiative called Orange Thumbs
raising research funds by running marathons on the open
road and on shopping centre treadmills where I can talk to
inquisitive shoppers.
WRI researcher and Wesley Hospital Radiation Oncologist Dr
David Schlect is managing my stereotactic radiosurgery. This
is a specialised form of external beam radiation therapy which
delivers an extremely accurate dose of radiation. Once the
radiosurgery is complete, I will begin chemotherapy treatment.
Although my battle with brain cancer is far from over, I’m
remaining positive throughout my treatment and focusing
my attention on raising awareness through Orange Thumbs.
Brain tumours affect people of all ages, and it’s important for
the community to continually support the vital research that
could improve treatment and survivorship.

I spent a month at the Wesley Hospital where the fantastic
nurses and Dr Sommerville took care of me, and then
another 4 months on crutches learning how to walk again.
Eight years later, I am an Associate at Minter Ellison Lawyers,
verging on becoming an international ice skating judge and
am free from cancer. The surgery has left me with a pretty
impressive scar, but I don’t hide it away. I think it’s something
to be proud of. I have fairly good function of my leg, but
am unable to run (totally overrated if you ask me!) and ice
skating is a little too dangerous (I wouldn’t want to ruin Dr
Sommerville’s masterpiece!).
The research undertaken by the Wesley Research Institute in
conjunction with orthopaedic surgeons like Dr Sommerville
is vital in developing better treatment options and one day, a
cure for cancer.
The Wesley Research Institute
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BBM Youth SUPPORT

transformations
toward

achievEment
op·por·tu·ni·ty (noun)
A set of circumstances that makes it possible to do something
An opportunity for reconciliation
In 1997 Peter Gibbs’ sister died in police custody. Within
the local indigenous community there were calls for violent
protests – Peter’s family just had to give the go ahead.
But they didn’t. Sharing their sorrow around the kitchen
table the family chose another path to honour Fiona. For
a decade Peter lobbied tirelessly to find someone within
NSW Police who would share his dream of inspiring more
indigenous Australians to join the police force to build bridges
with indigenous communities and become role models for
disenfranchised Aboriginal youth.
The breakthrough came during a chat and cup of tea with
a new Commander at Dubbo Police Station who shared
Peter’s vision. A pilot training program delivered through
TAFE NSW to assist Aboriginal people gain entry to the NSW
Police Academy at Goulburn was developed. In 2008 the first
students graduated from the Indigenous Police Recruitment
Our Way Delivery (IPROWD) certificate III course. Over 240
Aboriginal men and women have since studied through
the program. As a direct result, there are now 18 additional
Aboriginal probationary constables in the NSW Police Force,
22 in training at the Police Academy and many others on the
pathway to realising that dream
The IPROWD journey can be very challenging for the
participants. Many come from socially disadvantaged
backgrounds, remote locations, have limited school
education and have health issues. They are also taking a
courageous leap by putting themselves at the forefront of
social and generational change.
Recognising that financial constraints were jeopardising the
ability of some students to complete the course, TAFE NSW
approached BBM Youth Support to extend its scholarship
funding to include the program.
BBM Youth Support has provided hundreds of scholarships
to disadvantaged young students over the last decade to
cover relatively small costs associated with their studies such
as course materials, trade tools, uniforms, transport, access
to IT, occasional childcare. They may seem small, but these
costs can be the difference between obtaining a qualification,
employment, self-respect and independence. The case for
extending support to IPROWD was compelling. Supporting
an IPROWD student benefits the student, their peers, friends,
family and the broader community.

A case in point is an Aboriginal mum to five children who
completed her course in 2012. The ripple effect of her
commitment to become a police officer will have a profound
impact on thousands of NSW residents. She is an inspirational
role model and a community leader – exactly what Peter and
his family dreamt of as a fitting legacy for Fiona.

An opportunity to foster talent
and passion
Soccer is a passion for South Sudanese refugee Alam. But it
was in the field of agriculture that Alam was awarded a BBM
Youth Support Award. Growing up in Sudan, he witnessed
the lack of food security, not only in his village but in the whole
of South Sudan. Illiterate when he left Sudan to go to Uganda
at the age of 12 and then arriving in Australia with only three
years of primary education, Alam has been on a quest ever
since to gain the education and qualifications that elude
many of his peers in Sudan. To realise his dream of making
a positive impact within both Australia and South Sudan, he
has been studying agriculture. Alam’s diligence, enthusiasm,
passion, commitment and hard work paid off when he was
nominated for the BBM Youth Support Frank Mansell Award
for Agriculture in 2012. This scholarship enabled him to travel
to the UK to take part in a Third World Agriculture Leadership
Program at the Royal Agricultural College.
Alam’s TAFE teacher described him as “one of those special
individuals who, despite experiencing considerable adversity,
can retain his compassion, dignity and humanity.”
These qualities, along with the education opportunity
provided through the BBM Youth Support Award, will help
Alam realise his dream of improving the lives of communities
around the world.
Alam’s story is about realising his dream. Other young people
might dream of being a principal dancer with the Royal Ballet
or Australian Ballet, being named as the Socceroo’s best
ever player, being acclaimed as one of the world’s greatest
pianists, being part of an Ashes winning Australian cricket
team, or being one of Australia’s most loved actors… helping
young people realise these dreams is why the BBM Youth
Support Award was created.

In the performing arts, Steven McRae, Steven Heathcote,
Simon Tedeschi and Nicole da Silva have lifted spirits of
lovers of ballet, music and drama. On the sporting fields
Harry Kewell and Adam Gilchrist have ignited the backyard
dreams of a generation of schoolkids to play football and
cricket for Australia.
They are just six of hundreds of young people who, since
1983, have benefitted from the BBM Youth Support Awards
Program. They had an opportunity, at an early and formative
stage of their career, to access international tuition and
experience. For many it was the event that crystallised the
direction they were to take.
The BBM Youth Support Awards cover a wide range of
pursuits including Agriculture, Ballet, Ballroom Dancing,
Cricket, Drama, Golf, Highland Dancing, Horticulture, Jazz,
Music, Plain English Speaking, Scottish Piping and Soccer.
Whilst not all awardees become household names, many
of Australia’s best loved orchestras, theatre and dance
companies and sporting teams contain a healthy contingent
of past BBM Awardees. Others have become teachers, role
models and community leaders.

An opportunity to rebuild lives
An unassuming house in a residential street in Dulwich Hill
is home to Stepping Stone House. Inside is a vibrant family
dynamic where the residents are not related by birth, but by
circumstance. Providing a caring but structured environment
for teenage girls and boys unable to live at home, the staff
help them re-build their faith in humanity and equip them with
life skills to lead empowered and independent lives.
The staff at Stepping Stone are the force behind its success.
As positive role models and mentors, it is their dedication,
compassion, perseverance and ultimate belief in the
potential of every young person that has enabled previously
disengaged young people to leave Stepping Stone House
with hope and confidence.
The unofficial motto of Stepping Stone House is
‘Education=Freedom’. The focus on education is one of the
many reasons BBM Youth Support has been a major
supporter since 1989.
BBM YOUTH SUPPORT

www.nfpfoundation.org.au
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The Benevolent Society

These are children whose
parents can’t cope - they
may have suffered abuse
and neglect themselves.
These parents need help
to create the loving home
they never had.

Kim and
Poppy
Life on the Streets
to loving Mum

The remarkable story of a mother’s determination and the
support that gave the best outcome for both mother and baby.

We first met Poppy when she was taken into foster care as a
small baby by one of our foster carers. Her mother Kim was
still going through rehab to deal with her heroine addiction.
This is a remarkable story of a mother’s determination and
how supporting a mother to be able to care for her own baby
can be the best outcome for both mother and baby.
Kim’s story starts when she was a little girl, and she and her
family did not get the help they needed to thrive. Her father
had disappeared when she was a baby, and her mother was
an alcoholic who died in a car crash when she was nine.
Kim met her dad for the first time at the funeral, and she was
given into his care.
He was a violent man who beat his wife and her step sister,
and life was so miserable Kim ran away when she was 13.
Living on the streets was hard, she got onto heroine, and
then prostitution to support her habit. She lived like this for
many years.
When Kim was 33 she got pregnant, and she decided this
baby was going to have a chance at a better life. She went off
the heroine cold turkey, and got herself into a rehab centre.
By the time Poppy was born, she had been ‘clean’ for 4
months, but as she was living in a rehab centre and didn’t
have her own home, the baby was taken by Community
Services and given to a foster family.
Kim did not give up – she got legal aid to help her take the
Department to court. She found herself housing with a nonprofit housing service. The court found that she was clean,
had fulfilled all the rehab conditions, had a stable home life
and was fit to care for her daughter.

We assigned a case worker – Debbie. Case workers are highly
trained and qualified, and remarkably resourceful miracle
workers who turn people’s lives around.
Debbie showed Kim how to create a loving bond with
Poppy on her contact visits, how to interact with Poppy
to help her attune and bond with her. She taught Kim how
to play with Poppy, how to know when she was hungry or
uncomfortable and how take care of her so she felt safe.
She gave Kim information on nutrition and baby care and
helped her set up her 2 bedroom unit to be child-friendly
with the right baby furniture.
Debbie was also a mediator between Kim and Community
Services and a facilitator with the foster family to gain their
cooperation and support.
Happily, Kim was ready to bring Poppy home two months
earlier than planned and in time for Christmas.
Many thousands of children in Poppy’s situation don’t get the
help they need.
These are children whose parents can’t cope. Like Kim, they
may have suffered abuse and neglect themselves. These
parents need help to create for their own kids, the loving
home they never had.
Getting in and helping Kim early in Poppy’s life, helped her to
thrive and dramatically changed Poppy’s life chances. Being
together as mother and child, safe and supported, dramatically
improved the wellbeing of both mother and child.
The Benevolent Society

Community Services then asked The Benevolent Society to
help Kim prepare to become a full time mum. Poppy was
9 months old and still with our foster carers.

www.nfpfoundation.org.au
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royal far west
Brightening
the future of

rural
families
She is a strong, capable woman but even today her eyes
shine with tears as she describes the early years with her son.
Kathryn lives in the Riverina region with her husband who
manages a local farm and three children. She is a strong,
capable woman but even today her eyes shine with tears as
she describes the early years of her son Denis, now 9 years old.
“Every day was absolute hell. There were screaming tantrums
many times every day, lasting for up to half an hour each
time. We simply couldn’t work out why he was so upset; the
stress on us as a family was enormous.”
Since the family lives more than 570 kilometres from any
specialised health care required to diagnose and treat Denis,
their local paediatrician referred them to Royal Far West’s
medical centre in Manly. There Denis was diagnosed as
being High Functioning Autistic.
The cost of making the long journey from the Riverina to
Manly for treatment was subsidised, and the guesthouse
next to Royal Far West’s medical treatment gave the family
supported, motel-style accommodation and three meals a
day, at no cost.
“It was a huge relief just to have some certainty about what
was going on,” said Kathryn. “After that first visit, we had a
direction for our family and solid things we could work on.
“Most importantly, we learned to focus on Denis’ strengths
and work with those. It wasn’t about changing him, but about
changing what we did as parents to help him.”
Twice a year Denis receives a free, week-long series of
treatments from occupational therapists, speech pathologists
and psychologists. The psychology sessions help him with
emotion recognition and anxiety management while the
speech pathology helps him develop his narrative structure
for more effective day-to-day communication.
Denis also spends time in the charity’s partner institution, the
Royal Far West School where specialist teachers give him
ongoing help with speech, social and reading skills in the
classroom situation
“What we’ve learned from seeing Denis interact in a class
situation has helped us develop approaches that can be
shared with teachers at his school back home.

Denis is not the only member of the family being treated at
Royal Far West. After he was admitted, his sisters Hannah
(8) and Erin (11) were also evaluated. Hannah was diagnosed
as having Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder and Erin as
having Developmental Dyspraxia.
Occupational therapy has been particularly helpful to Erin in
developing the physical coordination required for everyday
tasks. She can now ride a bike like other kids, hold a brush
to do her own hair, and dress and take care of her own
daily needs. A speech therapist also helps her with the
development of new social skills. Hannah also has speech
therapy to help improve her lisp and to develop her narrative
structure and vocabulary.
“Again the involvement of the Royal Far West School has been
a big help for Erin – particularly since we are now focused on
preparing her for high school. We’ve been speaking to all
members of the Royal Far West team to determine what we
should be looking for in a new school, and what learning and
social situations would work best for her.”
“As concerned parents who want the best for your kids when
they are facing real issues, you feel like you are understood
here. You get real, practical help – not only during visits but
also during follow-up conversations in between times. We
always go home with something to work on with each of our
kids so we know we can keep making progress between
clinical visits.
“I’m not exaggerating when I say that we came to Royal Far
West for help with our kids… but it has really supported and
changed the future of our entire family.”
ROYAL FAR WEST

Most importantly,
we learned to focus on
Denis’ strengths and work
with those. It wasn’t about
changing him, but about
changing what we did as
parents to help him.
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indigenous marathon project

running
with hope
From remote Indigenous communities to the streets of New York,
running fosters rehabilitation and achievement.

banksia hill juvenile detention centre

Nadine Hunt

In 2011, the Indigenous Marathon Project (IMP) developed
and executed a pilot program at the Banksia Hill Juvenile
Detention Centre. The program developed was similar to
that facilitated by core IMP squad, however detained youth
completed their training within the walls of the detention
centre and over a shorter period.

Nadine grew up in the far-North Queensland community of
Cairns. While she was physically active during her teenage
years, regularly playing soccer and Australian Rules football,
Nadine had no background in distance running, and could
barely run a kilometre.

During the training period, Rob de Castella and IMP
representatives from remote Australian communities visited
the centre and gave inspiring presentations. Emphasis was
put on the fact that if they were discharged and wanted to
apply to be part of IMP and travel to New York, they could.
The only limiting factor was if they turned 19 and reoffended,
then that would terminate their ability to apply for a visa to the
United States and disqualify them from entry into IMP.
The young inmates were given special privileges to watch
the IMP documentary titled Running to America. Both IMP
representatives at the visit starred in the documentary. The
training group were also visited by iconic boxer Danny Green
and his quote was remembered by everyone - “It takes a
second to quit, but a lifetime to forget”.
During the course of the program, roughly 40 young men
regularly attended the training sessions in preparation for
the marathon.
Four months after the program started, race day arrived. All
130 inmates were requested to participate in the run as a
physical education activity and lined up on the start line of the
1.75km loop circuit within the walls of the detention centre.
Of the 130 inmates that started, an incredible 35 made it to the
half way mark. Out of those 35, 26 made it to the finish line –
a full 42.195km later. The Project itself had some amazing
and positive impacts on the lives of those who participated.
There were a number of prolific examples of the benefits of
the program, none more compelling than one young man.
He had previously been sedated due to a methamphetamine
addiction. During the program, he was removed from all
medication. His attitude changed. He began speaking and
was helpful and cooperative towards staff at the facility. The
regular physical activity changed
his brain chemistry and according
to numerous reports from staff, he
became a completely changed
person. Another young man at
the centre was discharged shortly
after winning the marathon, and
in his release papers, it was
requested he join a running group
and continue his training. To
his credit, he did and has since
gained employment within the
health sector, and is now acting
as a role model for others.

Nadine was working casually in a local butcher’s shop and
in her words, “coasting through life”. Nadine decided to try
out for the Project purely to show-off and beat a running
record set by her teacher. She had no running background,
and no interest in running a marathon. In February 2011,
Nadine ran a 3km time trial at the local park as part of the
IMP application process. She barely finished the run, running
an average of 6 minutes 30 seconds per kilometre. Despite
Nadine’s claims after the run that she thought she was
going to die, she impressed the selectors, and was chosen
from a group of 150 applicants as part of the 20 member
Indigenous Marathon Project squad to take part in intensive
training camps across the country, culminating in running the
New York Marathon just six months later.
After 26 weeks of long training runs, hill sprints and recovery
sessions in the gruelling northern Queensland heat, Nadine
lined up alongside 45,000 other competitors at the start of
the world’s largest marathon. She crossed the finish line 3
hours and 40 minutes later as the first Indigenous Australian
woman ever to finish the world famous marathon.
Not only did Nadine achieve something that never in her
wildest dreams has she believed she was capable of,
she also graduated from her Certificate III in Community
Recreation, developed a series of national community fun
runs, and landed a job with the Indigenous Marathon Project
as coordinator, education facilitator and athlete mentor.
Nadine now believes that she has a career and goals, and
most importantly, knows which direction she wants her life
to take. Nadine’s achievements have not only changed her
life, but the lives of those close to her. In December 2011,
after finishing the New York Marathon, Nadine was integral
in starting a series of fun runs in her home community of
Mossman. Once a month, the community come together to
run or walk the course, in a bid to
increase their levels of physical
activity and improve their health.

Nadine lined up alongside
45,000 other competitors
at the start of the world’s
largest marathon.

The prison officer, who assisted
in developing the program
model, went on to win the
Western Australian Department
of Corrective Services Award
for Innovation.

She crossed the finish line
3 hours and 40 minutes
later as the first Indigenous
Australian woman ever
to finish the famous
marathon.

In a recent fun run, held in
Mossman over Easter, eight of
Nadine’s family members, many
of who are plagued by heart
disease and diabetes, completed
the course. In addition, Nadine
will run her second marathon in
Frankfurt, Germany, in November
2013, before jetting off to New
York to watch the athletes she
spent the year mentoring achieve
what she did two years ago
through the streets of New York.
indigenous
marathon project
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The Prince Charles Hospital Foundation

I went to a local doctor who
prescribed a sports drink.
I told him I had heart
disease, but he thought it
was just food poisoning.
I knew I had to get back to
Brisbane to my cardiologist.

A family summer holiday in Fiji seemed like a great idea, until
Tony Stephens realised he was in serious danger.
Since 1999, Tony had been treated for dilated cardiomyopathy,
a condition where the heart muscle stretches and can no
longer contract and pump blood properly. A decade later his
condition was reasonable and he was still able to work.
“I’d been on tablets for dilated cardiomyopathy since
November 1999. I couldn’t run but otherwise I was good. I
still had heaps of energy,” Tony says. “Then in October 2010
I got a cold which led to pneumonia. I had already organised
a holiday with my kids to Fiji. I wasn’t feeling good when I
got there.
“I went to a local doctor who prescribed a sports drink. I
told him I had heart disease, but he thought it was just
food poisoning. I knew I had to get back to Brisbane to my
cardiologist.”
After only a few days in paradise, Tony bluffed his way
onto a flight after convincing staff he wasn’t as sick as he
looked. His plan was nearly derailed by a fellow passenger
who overheard the family talking and alerted the airline to his
illness. Tony had to talk to the captain to be allowed to fly.
From the airport he went straight to The Prince Charles
Hospital emergency department and was transferred to
intensive care unit. Tony was told he probably would have
only survived a few more hours without treatment.

To recover from the surgery, Tony was put into an induced
coma for a couple of weeks before he started the rehabilitation
process. Tony, now 35, manages a group of construction
companies and sells large earth moving equipment. Before
the transplant he was used to working six days a week. After
leaving the hospital he could only manage up to two days at
work.
“I almost had to learn to walk again. It feels like you’re a baby
learning to walk. The rebuild is incredible,” he said. “I was on
about 64 tablets a day. The hardest part was getting from
ICU to the ward and then from the ward to home.”
Two years after his transplant, Tony is back at work full time.
He’s built a huge indoor playground in his office for four year
old Tony and six year old Ava to play on when they come to
his work. He’s grateful for the gift he’s been given. Although
he’s had a couple of hospital trips in the past few years,
Tony is able to look ahead and get on with life. He’s recently
travelled to the United States and is building a new house.
“I never smoked, never drink, never took drugs. I never took
life for granted,” Tony says. “I’ve had a few guys change their
lifestyle because of me.
“It doesn’t matter what you’re worth, you can’t buy a new
heart. Without all these people – the donor family, the hospital
team – I wouldn’t be here.”
The Prince Charles Hospital Foundation

“I felt really bad. I had lots of tests. It was one thing after
another,” Tony says. “I had a balloon pump which was
supposed to stabilise my heart. It really hurt and they had to
take it out. They told me I’d need to go on the VAD the next
day or I wasn’t going to make it.”
Tony was placed on a ventricular assist device (VAD) to
support his failing heart. He stabilised and was able to go
home for a short period. Then he started losing energy and
had just returned to hospital when he started bleeding from
the entry points where the VAD pumps attach to the body.
He stayed the weekend in hospital.
“Sunday night I was packing to go home. I was still not
feeling great. Then the heart came,” he says. “I was over 10
hours in surgery because they discovered an infection. I was
lucky to get the heart, but the surgery had progressed too
far to stop.”

A family summer holiday in Fiji seemed like a great idea,
until Tony realised he was in serious danger.

new heart

new life
www.nfpfoundation.org.au
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girl guides NSW and ACT

guide
FOR life

The stories of two young women who grew into confident,
self-respecting and responsible community members.
alannah’s story

MAY’s story

Alannah is a 23 year old Guide Leader and former Girl Guide
who was diagnosed with Sero-negative Inflammatory Poly
Arthritis from a young age and more recently developed
Multiple Sclerosis.

Ten year old May Reilly is much like all the other animated
and bright girls within the organisation. The only difference May was born blind. Her family hoped that Girl Guides would
give her the opportunity to make some friends outside of
school. They figured any new skills she learned would simply
be a bonus.

Joining Guides at age eight, being a member of Girl Guides
became an important part of Alannah’s life and has provided
her with lots of friendship, fun and adventure despite the pain
she frequently endures.
As Alannah progressed through the Australian Guide program,
there was an increased focus on teamwork, leadership skills,
goal setting, outdoor activities and helping others. With much
excitement Alannah attended her first Region Camp as a
Guide in the Hunter Valley though, due to the extent of her
arthritis, she was unable to walk.
But Alannah’s determination shone and rather than go home,
and supportive Leaders worked to reach a compromise that
allowed Alannah to rest when necessary and participate where
possible. Alannah continued to take part in many camps
over the years including the annual Guide Regatta, always
participating and encouraging others to do likewise.
Alannah progressed through Guiding always participating with
enormous enthusiasm despite her condition. Her experience
as a Guide with special needs was so positive that she has
become an incredibly enthusiastic Leader – her wit, sharp
intelligence, and incredible kindness are all features that make
her a popular Leader with the Guides in her unit.
At the age of 18 she volunteered and commenced the training
to be a fully Qualified Leader of Youth at Warner’s Bay. She is
now working as a speech pathologist as well as joining the Girl
Guides NSW & ACT Program committee with the responsibility
for the Junior leadership development programs.

Girl Guides has become an integral part of her life – initially,
the girls in May’s unit took turns to be her ‘buddy’, offering her
the support she needed so that she take part in all Guiding
activities – from overnight camps at the Hall to crafts, and
low ropes courses to cooking damper. Now, the girls simply
recognise when she may need assistance, and someone is
always quick to help out. She is a popular Member of the unit,
and the girls all appreciate the chance to work alongside her
– providing a helping hand without mothering or smothering.
In this supportive and accepting environment, May has had
the opportunity to learn new skills, and her confidence has
blossomed – she has become an enthusiastic, articulate,
somewhat excitable young lady!
May has won awards for her outstanding achievements
and has become a proud example of what Girl Guides aims
to achieve.
When asked what May was looking forward to this year, she
said she was looking to moving up to the 10-13 year old
group in Girl Guides with her friends – and we look forward to
watching her continue to grow through Guiding.
GIRL GUIDES NSW and act

Ten year old May Reilly
is much like all the other
animated and bright girls
within the organisation.
The only difference May was born blind.
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cure cancer australia foundation

seeking

the cure
A third generation cancer sufferer treks Kilimanjaro
and reflects on her family’s fight.

I had never heard of Cure Cancer until I received an email one
day and it was about the trek up Kilimanjaro to raise funds for
research and there was one place left. I remember seeing it
and I had a pang, oh, I would love to do that, I have always
wanted to go to Africa and how awesome would it be to
climb Mt Kilimanjaro?

I have this sense of, can you imagine if that one in a million
idea turned out to be the missing link for Cure Cancer? So
many people are funnelling money into established older
researchers who may have been on the same track for 30
years and they might be not be far off finding the cure or they
might be totally on the wrong track.

Then I started reading more about Cure Cancer Australia
and went, yep, yep, yep. What really attracts me to Cure
Cancer is their focus on research, that is really important to
me, that we keep focusing on that. I also like the concept of
them funding young researchers and researchers who think
outside the mainstream, outside the box.

I have first-hand seen the difference that research can make.
In three generations, I went from my grandmother who just
had her breasts cut off, no, that’s it, there is no other option,
cut your breasts off and she still died.

Until we have a cure
we can’t stop. We can’t
rest on our laurels and
say, “Look at what your
grandmother’s experience
was and look at what your
experience was? Haven’t
we done a great job”
That is true but there is
still a long way to go.
I saw my mother go through two mastectomies in the end, she
had a lumpectomy and then a single mastectomy and then
when they found cancer again she had another mastectomy
and then died. But I saw what she went through in terms of,
she basically had a concave chest with a railway track across
it. It was just hideous. The scars across her chest were so
ugly. Then she had prosthetics inside her bra. In terms of still
feeling like a woman and that you are not a victim of breast
cancer, it was just hideous, absolutely hideous.
Then to see the difference between her and myself and
go, wow, that was not even an option, that would never
have happened to me. What happened to my mum, I can’t
imagine any surgeon getting away with doing that today. The
research has produced the technology to identify cancer at
the earlier stages and in treating the cancer, not just in terms
of the chemo and the radiation, but also aesthetically, to have
reconstructive surgeons so skilled now at mastectomies and
reconstructions post-mastectomies, just wasn’t an option for
my grandmother and my mother.
In three generations, to be the first woman to survive cancer,
and survive it and still feel like a woman is amazing but also
it is about the future and the hope that my daughter will not
have to go through what I went through. That it will be even
better for her, and even better for her daughters and will get
to a point where this is a vaccine or an instant cure, whatever
the answer is, that it has become less and less from my
grandmother through to me, with research.

Research is the only way to keep that momentum, to make
sure that we don’t stop so my experience, which I think was
pretty great, is not the best that we get. It is only through
research that we can keep that momentum and make sure
that even though we have come such a long way, there is still
a long, long way to go.
Until we have a cure we can’t stop. We can’t rest on our
laurels and say, isn’t it great? Aren’t you lucky? Look at what
your grandmother’s experience was and look at what your
experience was? Isn’t that fantastic? Haven’t we done a
great job? That is true but there is still a long way to go.
What is my daughter’s experience going to be? What is
her daughter’s experience going to be? It is so important
because until there is a cure we haven’t done the job, we
haven’t finished.
I am a good news story. There are so many women out there
still dying, there are mums, kids losing their mums still, it is
just not enough, we need to keep the momentum going and
that is why it is so important.
cure cancer australia foundation
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The Creche and kindergarten association

weathering THE

storm
Nothing could prepare Bundaberg South Community Kindergarten
for Cyclone Oswald.

Nothing could prepare Bundaberg for the drenching rain
brought on by ex tropical cyclone Oswald in January 2013.
The river peaked higher than ever before and roads across
the region closed due to heavy flooding. While the rain eased,
water gathered in the catchment area, rushed downstream
and headed for the city on its way to the ocean. Thousands
of people were evacuated as the city was inundated with
floodwaters.
C&K Bundaberg South Community Kindergarten was
completely submerged. The indoor and outdoor resources
were destroyed and the grounds were covered in mountains
of rubbish. It was devastating for the 12-month-old
kindergarten. But there was no time for mourning.
After organising appropriate amendments to their centre
licence, the childcare centre was able to offer a temporary
home for the children from C&K Bundaberg South, while
efforts to restore the flooded kindergarten were underway.
Ensuring the Bundaberg South children were able to
continue attending a care and education facility was essential
in supporting families to get back on their feet. While their
children were being cared for by an organisation they knew
and trusted, parents could focus on other rebuilding efforts.
For the children, the kindergarten provided a place of
sanctuary and calm after such a traumatic experience. The
educators working at the kindergarten and childcare centre
were equipped with tools and resources that enabled them
to engage in appropriate conversations with the children.
These conversations helped the children understand what
had happened and how it took time and patience to fix all
the damage that had occurred. Much further south, a C&K
kindergarten in Brisbane’s Arana Hills heard about how the
Bundaberg South kindergarten had lost all their resources.
The teachers at Arana Hills held many conversations with
the children about what was going on. These conversations
helped the children connect with what they were seeing on
the news. The children imagined what it might be like to be in
their situation and what they could do to help.
Lead by a keen parent, the kindergarten began collecting
donations of toys and handmade gift bags for the Bundaberg
children. The kindergarten celebrated each donation as it
arrived and the pile of donated goods grew.

The gift bags were adorned with personal messages and
drawings by the children from Arana Hills. Over 50 bags of
donations were collected and sent in trucks to Bundaberg.
The gift bags were distributed to the kindergarten and
the wider Bundaberg community to children who were
evacuated and had lost all possessions. As the children were
presented with the gift bags, their faces lit up with joy. The
personal messages printed on the bags raised the spirits of
the Bundaberg children.
The Bundaberg educators discussed why people do this,
why there is a generosity of spirit and how important it is
to belong to a community who cares for each other. They
also explained the joy of giving as well as receiving, and the
children asked how they could say thank you to the children
and families who thought of them in their time of need. In
response, the Bundaberg children created and decorated a
mobile to send to Arana Hills. The news of the kindergartens
helping one another was shared throughout C&K. Other
C&K kindergartens in Brisbane and around Bundaberg also
began fundraising to help the Bundaberg children. The spirit
of helping those in need spread throughout the organisation.
C&K educators assisted Bundaberg to clean up and
rebuild. Around the same time of the flood, another natural
disaster occurred. An area close to Bundaberg, known as
Coral Coast, was struck by a tornado. Many families lost
possessions and experienced fear and trauma.
The C&K educators recognised an opportunity to give the
children a unique and beneficial experience and arranged for
the children at Bundaberg to visit the Coral Coast kindergarten
over two days. This proved to be a very healing event. Children
were able to talk about their experiences together, share stories
and grieve and recover together. Conversations, facilitated by
educators, helped the children express themselves in a safe
and suitable way.
Appropriate natural disaster resources for the children and
families were also available on the visit. In a time of disaster,
C&K was able to use its resources to create relationships and
links throughout the community. Important messages were
portrayed to vulnerable children to help them cope.
The Creche and kindergarten association
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mittagundi outdoor education centre

I didn’t want to go back
to school and have to
deal with the bullying and
all the other things that
happened at school.

chance
to be

myself
For Sally and most other young people, ten days without electricity,
social media and their usual peer group is a challenge.
Mittagundi was contacted by Sally’s Youth Worker and her
teacher in 2012. They were worried about Sally at school.
They could see clearly her potential but felt she wasn’t
reaching it. She had been having difficulty with friendships
and was attending school less and less. When she did attend
she was withdrawn and not herself.
They were looking for something for Sally that could provide
her with a positive self-affirming experience, whilst also giving
her perspective on her life and her future.
For Sally, “life before Mittagundi was hard and I was bullied
a lot. My teacher told me that Mittagundi was a great place
to go if you want to go away from people. So I asked
about it, and it turned out that Mittagundi would give me a
Sponsorship If I wanted to go. So, I said yes, and did it.”
Sally initially was really homesick and wanted to leave on
the first night, but the fellow young people and staff talked
her through the first couple of days and from that point she
was in love with the place.
“My experience at Mittagundi was amazing. I learned how
to be in a place with no electricity. A place I have wanted
to go to for years. It was the best experience.”
For Sally and most other young people, ten days without
electricity, social media and their usual peer group is a
challenge. Computers and technology are an integral part of
most of the day. Instead, Mittagundi provided Sally with an
opportunity to view life without it. To really look at herself and
her choices.

It also gave her an opportunity to meet new peers and to
renew her confidence in her self as a person and as a friend.
“I learned how to make new friends and it felt great.”
Mittagundi gave Sally a chance to be herself and be
appreciated for this.
“When I got home, initially it was hard because everything
was different. I just wanted to be at Mittagundi for longer.
I didn’t want to go back to school and have to deal with
the bullying and all the other things that happened at
school. Even having electricity was hard and I didn’t want
to use it that often. What I didn’t realise was how much my
experience at Mittagundi was going to help me back in life.
I learned about others and learned about myself.”
Sally has since excelled both at school and on a personal
and social front. She is due to complete her final exams this
year and is considering her future career choices. Outdoor
Education is high on her agenda.
Her experience at Mittagundi has influenced these choices
and has given her the confidence and motivation to consider
further study.
mittagundi outdoor education centre
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second chance toys

Toy

Stories
Play is children’s work and toys are their tools.
But for families who are struggling just to keep food on the table,
buying a gift for their children becomes a huge challenge.

Play is children’s work and toys are their tools. Children with
access to a wide range of well-selected toys are more likely
to be challenged and stimulated and play is how children
learn. This is the belief of the organisers of the Lakemba Toy
Library that was started in January 2012 and this library has
become a vital service for many families in the community.
The toys Second Chance Toys has donated to the Toy Library
have been borrowed and enjoyed by many families such as
Shamima, Raema and Hassan who live locally.

Mandy
One mother, Mandy, escaped a serious domestic violence
situation, setting up a home with her five children aged 8
years and under in a small rural community. She was very
good with her budgeting but could never make it spin far
enough to allow her children to attend birthday parties of
other children at school and preschool, as there was always
a small gift to be purchased. She put some of the Second
Chance Toys she was given in the wardrobe and would pull
them out whenever her children were invited to a party. The
simple pleasure of being able to attend birthday parties and
give presents and not be embarrassed. This enabled much
greater acceptance and social participation of her children
into the local community.

Ada and Bill
Ada and Bill have three young children aged 8, 5 and 3.
The three-year-old was born very prematurely and has had
significant health issues. The families have been inundated
with medical expenses since the child’s birth and have been
under enormous financial strain. Mission Australia was able to
give them a variety of pre-loved toys thanks to a huge donation
from Second Chance Toys. To know that Christmas was taken
care of with these toys was such a relief for Ada and Bill.

Shamima
Shamima has 2 sons aged 5 and 3 years. The youngest
one has recently been diagnosed with autism and the older
one is in Kindergarten where his teacher finds he has some
“challenging” behaviours and difficulty following the rules.
Shamima and her husband are from Pakistan and there is
no extended family support – her husband works long hours
and provides little parenting support.
Shamima only recently joined the Toy Library but has become
a regular borrower as she finds it very useful to be able to
have something “new” at home each week. The toys help
to occupy her high energy boys and instead of watching TV
they can play whilst she cooks and looks after the family.
Because of the restricted space in local flats and the need
to be considerate of shift working neighbours, many families
admit that their children have more than the recommended
hours of “screen time” daily if something new and interesting
is not available as a distraction. The ability to be able to
access new quality toys each week from the Community
Toy Library is a boon for many families and an aid to local
children’s development.

Five Little Girls
A family who received a donation from Second Chance Toys
has five young girls, aged from a baby to an 8 year old. The
parents have no drivers licence, and virtually no money with
mounting debts. Unfortunately the family is troubled by drug
and alcohol issues and has looked to Mission Australia for help
with their family. Christmas has always been a burden and last
year Mission Australia found it extremely gratifying to see the
relief and the smiles on their faces when they knew they could
have Christmas in a home with toys for the children.

St George Community Housing

Raema and Hassan

Tenants from St George Community Housing and Housing
NSW were elated to receive donations from Second Chance
Toys for their children at Christmas time in both 2011 and
2012. Toys were provided as Christmas gifts to children
under 12, who due to their
circumstances,
would
have
otherwise had to go without
during the festive season.

Raema and Hassan are parents from Bangladesh who live
in a two-bedroom unit in Lakemba. Like many other families
in the area, they have no family in Australia. Their triplets
were born in March 2011 – 2 girls and 1 boy prematurely
at twenty-nine weeks. Initially
the babies had health and
developmental issues and life
was fairly stressful however with
help from the local supported
playgroup and access to the Toy
Library the family has helped the
children’s developmental needs.

Many social housing tenants find
the Christmas season particularly
difficult due to the expense of
purchasing Christmas gifts on
top of other household expenses.
Those on low incomes often
experience such financial strain
that their children miss out
completely at this time of the year.

In Lakemba the median
family income is $650 per
week and the median rent
is $300 per week so after
rent, food, bills and other
essentials there is not much
extra cash for ‘luxuries’ like
toys for children.

It was a huge relief for parents
to know that their children could
experience the joy of giving and
receiving at Christmas, thanks
to the generous donations of
Second Chance Toys. Many
tenants have commented that they “couldn’t believe the
condition of the toys they received, and that their children
could only dream of receiving toys of this quality”.

While Second Chance Toys is always delighted with the
response from children who are so happy to contribute their
much loved and gently used toys to other children, it is ironic
that the greatest joy some of the recipient children received
was that it gave them the gift of being able to give. .

In Lakemba the median family
income is $650 per week and the
median rent is $300 per week so
after rent, food, bills and other
essentials there is not much
extra cash for ‘luxuries’ like toys
for children. Having three small
children in a flat poses some
challenges especially now that
the triplets are all mobile toddlers
– life is very busy.

Becoming members of the Lakemba Community Toy Library
has been a great help to this family who have become regular
borrowers of the quality toys available. Hassan usually visits
the Toy Library once a month and is very thoughtful in
consulting with the Toy Librarian and choosing toys which
best suit the developmental needs and interests of his
children as they grow and change.
second chance toys
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homeless persons’ legal clinic – QPILCH

help to

heal
By the time Sharon had been placed in emergency
accommodation for people with complicated homelessness,
she had suffered from violent relationships, struggled for years with
alcohol dependency and lost a young child to foster care.

By the time Sharon arrived at Roma House, an emergency
accommodation service for people with complicated
homelessness, she’d had a number of violent partners,
struggled for years with alcohol dependency as her “coping”
mechanism, and had “lost” a young child to foster care.
Sharon had been in rehab and stayed at a number of
domestic violence refuges for women.
At Roma House, her support worker invited Sharon to connect
with the outreach legal clinic known as the Homeless Persons’
Legal Clinic (HPLC) which is coordinated by the Queensland
Public Interest Law Clearing House (QPILCH) – a community
legal centre which harnesses pro bono resources.
Sharon didn’t have the usual debts with pay day lenders or
unpaid fines, but she did have a debt with the Tax Office
(for not putting in returns through all those years of domestic
violence). She also wanted to get on the list for state housing
and to spend more time with her child in foster care.
The HPLC lawyers started working on Sharon’s legal issues.
However, one night Sharon was intoxicated and got into a
fight with a fellow resident in the Roma House dining room.
Police on the beat heard the commotion and came to break
it up. A young officer grabbed Sharon from behind, which
reminded her of all the years of violence she had endured. As
the officer handcuffed Sharon, pushing her to the floor and
concussing her in the process, she kicked out.

the prosecution. The HPLC handled the factual and legal
investigations, including taking statements from witnesses and
obtaining documents from third parties.
After months of preparatory work, the matter was set for trial
but then referred to mediation where the police agreed to
discontinue the prosecution on the condition that Sharon
apologised to police. Sharon met with the officer, apologised
and the charge was dismissed.
Sharon found the whole experience healing. The mediation
increased her understanding of the challenges faced by
police. Instead of a criminal conviction on her clean record,
which would have jeopardised her chances of reuniting
with her child, she was motivated to keep working on her
‘big issues’. Her support worker says that the respect and
advocacy Sharon received through the HPLC made such a
difference to her sense of well-being that she changed from
feeling powerless to feeling hope and a sense of possibility.
Sharon told the HPLC that she would like to do the kind of
work we did – helping others. Sharon went on to sort out
her alcohol dependency, was placed in secure housing and
succeeded in having her child returned to her care.
Even Sharon’s tax hassles were resolved; the HPLC lawyers
contacted the ATO, which acknowledged the context of
hardship and waived the penalty.
homeless persons’ legal clinic

An ambulance was called to check on Sharon as she
regained consciousness; she was then handed a “Notice to
Appear” by the officer – for ‘assault police’.
Sharon met with the HPLC lawyers soon after the incident. It
appeared the officer had used a disproportionate use of force
to subdue Sharon. The lawyers confirmed that Sharon was
not eligible for Legal Aid but agreed to brief a barrister on the
HPLC Criminal Law List, who took up the matter pro bono and
provided strategic advice and overall guidance on defending
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the EVOLVE foundation

Evolving
LIVES

I will be brave I will not let anything take away what’s standing in front
of me Every breath Every hour has come to this.
Christina Perri, “A Thousand Years

Beaudesert or Beauie as it is known to the locals, is a small
town nestled in the rolling hills on the Mount Lindsey Highway,
74 km south of Brisbane, Queensland. It is just outside of
here that 38 year old mother Cate and her teenagers, Shauna
(16) and Jack (15) call home.
In 2010, Shauna, a slight built, spirited young women with
remarkably beautiful brown eyes was struggling at school.
Her behaviour, relationships and Grades were being effected
as she dealt with the effects of trauma and challenge in her
life. Shauna describes herself at that time as “aggravated,
depressed and violent.” She said, “ I hated everything. I
used to get angry at everyone. I couldn’t be around anyone
because I hated everyone and everything. I just wanted to be
on my own with my music.”
Shauna covered her face with her hair and didn’t feel
comfortable to talk directly to people. Smiles were rare, and
happiness was a seemingly unreachable dream that only
other people got to hope for.
Shauna was invited to join the three year, experiential and
applied learning, Evolving Learning Program. Through the
Program, Shauna took part in a residential stay at Evolve’s
idyllic, rural Property, Woodstock, completed an Outdoor
Adventure Expedition and received in-school support from a
dedicated Program Coordinator in the classroom.

Learning about herself
As part of the Program, Shauna trekked through a National
Park, on a rugged 12 day expedition, along with other young
women from her school. This experience was challenging
and life changing but through this she discovered how much
she enjoyed working as part of a team.
Taken out of her comfort zone and away from her normal
school and home environment, she pushed herself through
emotional and physical hurdles to hike over mountains, camp
outdoors, carry a backpack and canoe and abseil through a
National Park. There were times when she felt uncertain and
uncomfortable but it was through this that she discovered
some important things about herself - lessons which helped
her make some changes in her life. “It made me realise that
being happy is fun and not everything was really as bad as I
thought”, she said.

Flourishing and changing
Having succeeded at testing her will, determination and
physical limits she realized that she could achieve much
more than she might have thought. The expedition showed
her what she was capable of and served as a reminder later
on for life’s other challenges. She also realized how her anger
was holding her back.
With the support of an Evolve Program Co-ordinator (who
was embedded in the school) teachers and fellow students,
she came to understand who she was, why she felt and
behaved the way that she did and decided to make the
active changes she needed to turn her life around.

Growing for a new future
And turn around they have. Shauna’s mother Cate observe’s
that her daughter’s happiness is one of the biggest changes
and her ability to cope with situations. “She doesn’t hide behind
her hair and black baggy clothes. Shauna is the complete
opposite of what she was before Evolve. My daughter is now
my best friend,” Cate said.
“She is open and honest and is always goofing around to
make me laugh. She is always helpful and polite. I enjoy
spending time with her.”

School is a different experience for Shauna now as well.
“Everything has changed. I have made new friends. I don’t
get into trouble anymore and I’m happy to go to school every
day. I don’t get as angry when I’m struggling with work, I’m
not scared to ask the teachers for help. I don’t hang out with
kids that are always getting into trouble,” Shauna said.
She even ties her hair back off her face and has the confidence
to look directly at people when they are speaking to her. She
is attentive and engaging. Today, Shauna’s brimming smile
and playful laughter fills a room. She beams with a quiet
confidence and positivity to face whatever life delivers. She is
continuing her studies in Year 11. The bond she has built with
her fellow students has created a support network which has
lasted well beyond the Evolve Program.
Cate is confident in her daughter’s future. “I have no doubt that
Shauna will succeed. She is set in her goals and is determined.
I know I don’t ever have to worry about her falling back to how
she was because that part of her is now gone. “
Shauna plans to finish Year 12 and is doing a Certificate 3
in child services. “I would like to work with young kids that
come from bad homes or struggle at school. I want to help
them so they can have happy lives and don’t end up in a bad
place,” she said.
the evolve foundation
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Opportunity International Australia

Ana’s
stoRY

Ana started ‘working’ as a scavenger amongst the rubbish when she
was eight years old, spending her days searching for food.

When you’d arrived at Payatas, it had seemed like a mountain
looming on the horizon. Then you’d gotten closer and
realised it was a colossal pile of rubbish. To others, Payatas
is an eyesore. To you, it is your source of shelter, income and
food. The place you now call home.
Hours pass without finding any food. How many exactly,
you can’t tell, but the sun is now on the other side of the
sky. Finally, you see a bread crust floating in the sewerage
that trickles through the dump. You lunge onto it, brush the
maggots off and, as hungry as you are, stuff it in your pocket.
Your children haven’t eaten yet. You pray the crust won’t
make them vomit like the last bit of food you found.
This is what Ana’s life used to be like. Ana grew up on the
Payatas dumpsite in the Philippines. Her parents had very
little money and, alongside her three siblings, she struggled
to survive amongst the rubbish and the waste. The Payatas
dumpsite is located on the outskirts of Manila in Quezon City
in the Philippines. It is a landfill area where solid waste is
dumped after being collected from the city. Here, thousands
of families live and work, scavenging in the rubbish to find
food and anything of value to sell. Ana remembers the
suffering of her childhood and the lack of opportunity that
she was faced with.
“There were four of us siblings and our parents didn’t have jobs.
They neglected us and we went wherever we wanted. When we
came home there was no food. It was everyone for themselves.
Each of us would have to find a
way to eat,” she says.
Ana started ‘working’ as a
scavenger amongst the rubbish
when she was eight years old. She
would spend her days searching
for food and items such as copper,
tin, aluminium and wood that she
could give to her parents to sell.
Though her father had worked as
a carpenter and her mother had
worked in a laundry, they were not
able to make enough money to
provide for their children and had
to move to Payatas so they could
scavenge to survive.

found someone that I could borrow money from to start a
business and I was able to borrow money…to get started.”
Ana took out a small loan to start a sari sari store which is a
small kiosk. It was the first time in her life that she had been
given a chance to succeed – she was able to begin to work
her way out of the dumpsite. “With the first 4,000 pesos ($A91)
that I received, I bought all the items that I was going to sell;
biscuits, shampoo, candies and noodles. Whenever I earned
money I would buy more of what people needed. I bought and
sold every day for six months and it grew and grew.”
Access to financial services such as credit, savings and
insurance may seem simple, but it can dramatically change
someone like Ana’s life. Instead of having to scour the tip
looking for rubbish, Ana stands proud in her store with her
goods hanging on the wall around her. When the sun shines
through the front window, it lights up the bright packaging of
the ’candies’.
“My 4,000 pesos (A$91) grew and the contents of my store
has almost reached 15,000 pesos (A$341). After six months,
I paid off what I borrowed and now I’ve got my own store! So
when I wake up in the morning I’m so happy because I can’t
believe right here I own my own business.” With her new
income, she is able to provide for her four children Faith (12),
Sharma (10), Janmuel (4) and Jekrry (3). “I was able to start
buying medicines.”

After six months, I paid off
what I borrowed and now
I’ve got my own store!
So when I wake up in
the morning I’m so happy
because I can’t believe right
here I own my own business.

“Life in the rubbish tip was so
hard because you’d dig through all sorts of trash – anything
from faeces to dead dogs. When we saw food, of course
our stomachs were aching. So all of us would just eat but
you would vomit because of the dirty things you’d touch and
smell. I was immune to it, but I wanted to breathe fresh air
and to be nice, clean and tidy. I saw that my neighbours had
beautiful toys. They ridiculed us and said we were just street
children and would avoid us.”
At nine months pregnant, Ana was still scavenging for food
amongst the rubbish. She worried for the health of her
baby. Sadly, she believed that there were only two options
for women living in Payatas, to scavenge or prostitute
themselves. Then Ana heard about a third option – she
applied for a small loan through Opportunity International
Australia’s local partner in the Philippines.
“My siblings and I were all scavengers and I thought I’d
always remain in the dump as a scavenger, and if I stayed
there I was worthless. So I strived and worked hard until I

Not only is Ana now able to give
her children nutritious food, clean
drinking water and medicine
when they are sick, she is able
to give them an education –
ensuring that they won’t know
the life of poverty that she once
faced. Faith is in her first year
of high school and dreams of
becoming an actor or a dancer
and Sharma, in just her fifth
year of primary school, wants to
become an entrepreneur, like her
mum. Janmuel and Jekrry will
start school in the next few years.

“Poverty makes you dream about
succeeding in life. And here I am.
I used to be one of the street
children, now I have a family that is in order. I have a kind
husband and I have a business. My dream is to make it
bigger and bigger until I can become truly successful and
I can be proud and dream for my children. That’s why I’m
saving, to help them finish school because they are talented.
I really want to help them finish studying.”
“When you start at the bottom, you appreciate where you
came from. I’ve learned in my life to be firm and strong
in whatever trials that come. I don’t want my children to
experience sleeping on the streets. I want to help other
people because my heart is soft for those who are poor.”
Though to others she may still not have much, for Ana it is
important to give back to those with less – those that are still
suffering. “The street children – I call them in and give them
food and water to drink because I see myself in them. “
opportunity international australia
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australian diabetes council

BEAT IT
ONE DAY AT A TIME
It was February 2013 and Judith Fletcher was
facing a grim situation.
It was February 2013 and Judith Fletcher was facing a grim
situation. Following a triple bypass and a severe infection,
she had developed type 2 diabetes.

Judith put her newly-rediscovered zest for life down to two
things – her belief in herself and the support she received from
the ‘BEAT IT PLUS’ program.

Her medical condition meant that she was also getting virtually
no exercise, to the extent of having trouble even walking.

“I feel so much better for having done it – I’m up and about
much more than I used to be,” Judith said.

However, three months and lots of hard work later, Judith had
turned things around. She had lost weight, was going to the
gym twice a week, had renewed interest in her hobbies and no
longer needed insulin to control her diabetes during the day.

“I’ve lost eight and a half kilograms in weight, I no longer need
insulin during the day [Judith originally needed 10-12 units of
insulin before each meal] and I’ve also dropped ten units of
insulin each night [from 60 to 50 units]” she said.

“You have got to want to do it for yourself, it can’t work if you
are doing it for someone else. I’m going into a maintenance
program now to help me continue the good work,” Judith said.
“It was good because you are exercising with people who have
the same problem, they aren’t the skinny ones at the gym.
Judith was a part of the BEAT IT PLUS program, a joint
initiative of the Australian Diabetes Council and Camden
Hospital. She, along with four other people, participated in
the twelve-week program which gave her the skills, support
and motivation to start exercising, eating better and take an
active interest in their health.
Judith said the program had allowed her to take charge of
her life and that she was now looking forward to improving
her fitness and continuing the good results she had already
achieved.
“I just want to get fit and healthy,” Judith said. “I have a
new goal – I want to lose 30 kilos. But I don’t want to do it
overnight – if you lose it slow you keep it off.
“Once you start losing the weight you just want to keep
going. It’s always hard to get started, but I am making the
time for myself. I want to be above the grass for a while yet.”
Judith said that she enjoyed life much more after learning
about different ways of cooking food and trying different
options at mealtime.
And for the future? Judith plans on getting out and finishing
her computer course, catching up on her reading (while on
her exercise bike!) and spending more time with her family.

“I am now going to class to learn to use a computer - I am a
bit of a dinosaur in that regard,” she laughed.
“Now that I have done this, I would to like to do new things
in a number of different areas. Just keeping up with my
grandchildren would be an achievement in itself!” Judith said.
australian diabetes council

Once you start losing the
weight you just want to
keep going. It’s always hard
to get started, but I am
making the time for myself.
Now that I have done this,
I would to like to do new
things in a number of
different areas.
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bear cottage – the children’s hospital AT westmead

As we approached Bear Cottage for the first time my
thoughts were predictably confused. Having decided to ‘test
the water’ by staying for the weekend, I was hoping that
we might have found somewhere that would help ease the
pressure on all of us, at least for a little time.
I was hoping too that it would be somewhere that Eloise, our
ten year old daughter, would find comfortable and enable her
to be at ease. I also knew that ‘there was no place like home’
and that, especially for Eloise, the security of her bedroom,
with all her knick knacks, toys and teddy bears around her
and the familiar view through her window, (the same one she
had woken up to almost unbroken every morning for ten
years), was a key source of comfort.
It was early August 2011 and only a couple of weeks since
we had to face up to the impending death of our only child.
After two operations to remove a recurring GBM (glioblastoma
multiforme) tumour - a particularly nasty malignant brain cancer,
which in some people can double in size every 16 hours we had found out that it had grown back again to almost
3 centimetres in diameter. We had run out of conventional
options and Eloise, miraculously, all systems intact after two
major brain operations, radiotherapy and chemo, had decided
she had had enough and told us, as only she could, that “we
had to let her go – it was her time”.
The road ahead was only certain in one aspect: Eloise was
going to die. How we were going to get to that point was
big, scary and completely unknown. We had no idea what to
expect. All I could focus on was that I had promised her there
would not be any more pain.
It took Eloise 7 weeks to die. We were told that all her organs
were young and healthy and as such they never failed. At the
end she was skeletal, unseeing, unable to move. It was, in
truth, a terrible way to die even though she was pain-free.
But in the days and weeks after we arrived at Bear
Cottage, preceding her death (we never did go home after
that weekend!), Eloise adopted it as her home. She felt
comfortable, secure and cared for, as did we.

Beautiful food; lovely conversations about everything and
nothing, life and death; space and time to reflect; fun and
games, music and light; personalised, inclusive and nonjudgemental medical care; big smiles, warm embraces.
Nothing was too difficult, whether it was 3am or 3pm. We
were surrounded by wonderful people and we met many
other families and children, all in different situations.
Words cannot really express what they gave, but I will forever
be grateful to one and all. It was, and remains, a place
that other medical institutions, both large and small, and
medical professionals would do well to look too and emulate
whenever and however they can. A place of comfort, care,
compassion, joy and love and something else that is very
special but has no name.
bear cottage
the children’s hospital AT westmead

Amongst all the anguish,
despair and sleepless nights,
we were immersed in
love, compassion and
high-quality, personalised,
inclusive medical care;
big smiles, warm embraces.

Amongst all the anguish, despair and sleepless nights, we
were immersed in love, compassion and high-quality medical
care. Everyone and I mean everyone, at Bear Cottage gave
of themselves to us and Eloise. The chefs, cleaners, play
therapists, music therapists, nurses, doctors, administrators
and volunteers.

I was hoping that we had found somewhere that would help
to ease the pressure, at least for a little time.

eloise
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can assist

chemotherapyand

champagne
A cancer diagnosis is something no family ever wants to deal with.
For those living in remote communities, it can be
even more challenging.

A cancer diagnosis is something no family ever wants to deal
with. I discovered a lump in my breast three months after
moving to Moree to teach in 2006. I had met many people in
town and discovered the amazing generosity and friendliness
of the people of Moree but it was difficult being away from
my family in Armidale and Uralla when I was diagnosed and
receiving treatment.
May 2013 was my seven-year anniversary of finding the lump
and it seems like a lifetime ago. Because of my distance from
medical specialists, I was told of the diagnosis and future
treatment options by phone in a conversation which lasted
over 45 minutes. The doctor showed great understanding,
compassion and professionalism, taking into account my
remote location and that I was by myself.
There are no cancer treatment services in Moree and you
have to travel for diagnosis, surgery, chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. Sydney is over 618 kilometres or a seven-hour
drive; Brisbane is about 480 kilometres away, a five-hour drive.
I drove thousands of kilometres, mostly alone, for treatment.
Two trips to Tamworth, two trips to Brisbane, four trips to
Armidale for chemotherapy and lastly a trip to Brisbane for
radiotherapy. Three operations, one week in hospital, drugs,
blood tests, injections, eight weeks of radiotherapy and
approximately 6500 kilometres later, it was all over.
The lowest point in my breast cancer journey came when
I was driving home from my last chemotherapy treatment.
It was a lovely spring day and I decided to take the scenic
route from Armidale to Moree via Bundarra and Bingara. A
tyre blew and the car span on the dirt road.
I was completely bald and wearing jeans, boots and a
white t-shirt. I might not have looked like a sick female but
it was definitely the sickest that I had been during my entire
chemotherapy treatment. As I changed the tyre on the side
of the road, four cars drove past, not registering that I might
need help. As I reloaded the car a kind man stopped and
asked if I was ok. I think he was genuinely shocked when he
realised that I wasn’t male.
Throughout my cancer treatment I received help and support
from a wonderful organisation called Can Assist. At this stage
there was no Can Assist branch in Moree but the Armidale
and Uralla branches of Can Assist came to my assistance
and provided funding to allow me to have accommodation
close to the radiotherapy treatment centre.

It was a very expensive time and the support was amazing.
I had limited sick leave because I was in a new job so I
worked through the chemotherapy treatment period, but
had to take eight weeks leave without pay for radiotherapy.
This put further pressure on the budget.
In 2009 I decided that it was time to give something back
and contacted Can Assist to see if I could establish a branch
in Moree. I was overwhelmed by the number of people who
turned up to be part of the original committee and I thank all
of those hard working members, both present and past, who
helped establish and maintain the branch in Moree.
If you have cancer and you live in the country, then you have
to travel to receive life-saving treatment. That means long
periods away from home and family, that means not being
able to work or earn a living, it means worrying about paying
rent or the mortgage, about who will look after your children,
pets, stock or garden while you are away.
I know the long distances that patients are required to travel
and I understand the difficulties of spending long periods
away from home. If there is just one burden that can be lifted
in the form of providing accommodation so that country
cancer patients can access treatment in cities, then this is a
vital service for country people.
Someone said to me that the only way to get through
chemotherapy was to drink lots of champagne and
eat strawberries. I don’t know if it was the secret but it
certainly helped.
Seven years down the track I am married to Chris and we
have two beautiful children. I still live in Moree, teach at the
same school and enjoy strawberries and champagne. I
feel blessed to have met so many wonderful people on my
cancer journey, medical professionals, people with cancer
and the wonderful members of my local community.
can assist

I know the long distances
that patients are required
to travel and the difficulties
of spending long periods
away from home. If there is
just one burden that can be
lifted in the form of providing
accommodation so that
country cancer patients can
access treatment in cities,
then this is a vital service for
country people.
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fitted for work

attitude
IS

everything
There are smiles and laughter between us as we work together every day is busy with so many voices and transformations.
On my roster day at the Fitted for Work Melbourne boutique,
we outfit women experiencing disadvantage in donated
business clothing and prepare them for interviews. There are
smiles and laughter between us that embraces our clients
and breaks the ice as we work together seamlessly. It’s a
busy time, always, but rewarding and such fun.
Over 12,000 women have come through the doors of Fitted
for Work since 2005. There have been so many clients who
have made us shed a tear, shared a laugh with us, been
depressed or upbeat, talkative or quiet, but who have all
reminded us that despite circumstances, we share so much.

Rani
Rani, a delightful Indian woman who came to Melbourne
some years ago with her husband and two babies. Now
that the youngest has started school, ‘Rani’ said it was
time to expand her world. She completed our Transition to
Work program, which matched her with a mentor, boosted
her confidence and helped her realise that she was not so
different from other women in the same situation. The course
and the outfits she received gave Rani momentum and her
outlook had lifted. Rani felt like she was on the threshold of
change and was enthusiastic about that. She hugged us all
as she left laden with bags and cheery good hopes.

Kylie

MARTINA

Kylie, 18, had completed hospitality training as part of a
special program that works with street kids. Her case worker
accompanied her, and told us Kylie had been homeless and
living rough for some years before entering the program, and
had such determination to change her life. She’d done her
training in a busy, classy restaurant learning front of house,
and was now looking forward to interviews in the hospitality
field. Her eyes lit up when she talked about the restaurant
where she trained, and about what she enjoyed in hospitality.
She had such pride in her ability to work in a fine dining
restaurant. She knew she needed a basic black outfit, but
like any teenager, her eyes brightened when she saw some
colourful, fashionable tops. We teamed some with her black
pants and jacket to show her how she could mix and match
for going out after work. She looked proudly professional in
the clothes and shoes we found for her. We sent her off with
a couple of black and white interview ensembles… and the
coloured tops.

Martina was a tall, slender woman in her late thirties.
She spoke confidently, stated very clearly what she needed
– she was applying for jobs in a corporate world in which
she once operated very successfully and knew what look
was required. She looked at herself in the suit she tried on,
and dissolved into tears, saying it had been so long since
she’d received any kindness. Martina had achieved success
at a young age, first at university gaining her Master’s degree,
and then rising quickly in a stellar career in Melbourne and
overseas. Her personal life however was far darker as
Martina endured escalating physical violence at home. After
a dangerous incident that was a frightening wake up call,
Martina turned her life around. In the three years since, now
a single mother, she’d had to move house eight times. But
she had worked hard on updating her business qualifications
and worked as a volunteer for several organisations because
she’d felt that helping others would help her. ‘It is the doing.’
She felt empowered wearing the outfits she was given, saying
that they made her feel very different, gave her renewed
confidence and self esteem, and that in such clothes ‘You
stand taller and straighter.’

Janet
There was Janet, a middle aged woman who politely but
unsmilingly announced rather firmly that ‘I only wear black’.
The only black pants in her size didn’t fit, so she was offered
grey and reluctantly tried them. They not only fitted, they were
gloriously comfortable and she began to mellow, to smile, and
then to chat. She agreed to trying more adventurous colour
combinations, and was surprised at how good they looked
, even making her look a bit taller and slimmer. And then the
final enchantment…a pair of red shoes won her heart. She
told us that she’d been out of work for some time, struggling
with depression, loss of confidence and self esteem, and that
an altercation with her landlord had brought her to her lowest
ebb yet. She had dragged herself in, thinking there would
be no clothes to fit her, and that would make her feel worse.
‘But you turned everything around, I’m going to feel great
going to my interviews,’ she beamed as she left with more
confidence, determination and optimism.

SANDRA
Sandra knows now that ‘attitude is everything’, that the belief
you do have abilities and opportunity can change your life.
Constantly thinking she couldn’t do anything, she had spent
day after day seeking employment, applying for jobs that she
knew she didn’t have the skills to do, and not having decent
clothes in which to go to an interview. Then she’d spotted an
ad for a job on a ship, and instantly realised it was her dream
job: ‘This is it, I’m going for it’. She successfully applied,
and we outfitted her for the interview. She got that job, and
despite the rigours of the training involved, she persevered
and her self confidence grew with each test. She is still in that
dream job, and says, ‘Now I feel like I can conquer the world!’
Every time she wears the clothes she was given, she recalls
that feeling of confidence, that attitude of ‘I can do anything’
that she took into the interview that changed her life.
fitted for work
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nepean area disability organisation (NADO)

Carla was a 30 year old who lived with her parents. She has
a mild intellectual disability and controlled epilepsy. Socially
isolated due to her extreme shyness, Carla had only recently
moved to the area and didn’t know anyone and therefore
had no friends.
Carla received recreational funding through our organisation.
She identified that her goal was to use this to make friends.
With the funding she was paired with another woman of
similar age and ability and they bonded straight away.
They would go shopping, movies and just enjoy girly days
out in general. Both women wanted to join a social group,
but needed support due to their shyness. With staff support
they accessed a supported recreation group and began
making new friends.

At the beginning of the funding, Carla was socially isolated
and lacked skills and confidences. She couldn’t catch
public transport on her own and relied on her family for all
social activities.
The outcome is Carla is no longer a shy, dependant young
lady, but someone who can now actively get herself around
on public transport, she has a circle of friends, she has
achieved her purple belt in self defence and she is living and
independent and fun filled life.
Carla’s family have noticed a complete change in her
personality and self confidence and has stated that they
are pleased to see their daughter flourishing within her new
friendship network.
nADO

Carla also experienced problems with catching public transport
by herself due to lack of skills and self confidence. Carla
learnt the skills to travel on public transport independently.
Unfortunately she still had issues with her confidence due to
being bullied by young girls at the train station.
Carla heard about the self defence class and requested to
attend. She was very scared at first, but once she realised
that some of the people from social club were a part of the
class she felt more relaxed and confident.
Her confidence grew as she continued and really enjoyed the
classes. The focus of the class was to obviously learn self
protection skills, however, this class also improved participants
fine motor skills, general fitness, anger control/management,
decision making, concentration, road safety and stranger
danger skills. This was all taught so that it could be used as a
deterrent in case of being attacked or threatened.
Carla’s confidence grew to the point where she was able to
catch a train by herself and to go shopping away from her
local area. On one occasion she was approached by a man
on the platform of the station asking her for money. She said
she didn’t have any and moved away. He followed her and
continued to ask. She again moved away for a second time.
After a while he approached her again and she raised her
hand and said “Stop, leave me alone!” in a loud voice. This
caused people to look to see what the commotion was and
seeing this, the man left.

They would go shopping,
movies and just enjoy girly
days out in general.
Both women wanted to
join a social group, but
needed support due
to their shyness.

A few days after the event, Carla came into the office and told
her Service Co-ordinator what had happened. She didn’t
seem to be afraid, she was very proud of the fact that she
stood up for herself and she was not harmed.

Overcoming the challenges of disability towards
an independent life.

confidence
in everyday life
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YWCA NSW

“I now know I can get
myself educated, get a
good job, live a normal life
like normal families and
that’s what I am aiming for
at the moment.”

Building a BRIGHTER

future
Lisa was fleeing an extremely abusive relationship
and so scared that she would very rarely speak.

Lisa had been referred from a crisis domestic violence
refuge. She was very isolated, very intimidated and very
scared. Originally from overseas, she had no friends or family
in the country and was concerned about herself and her two
boys’ residency in Australia. She had very little confidence in
herself, her parenting and her life in general.
Lisa was fleeing an extremely abusive relationship. She had
nobody in her life to assist her in any way. To escape her
husband’s violence, she used to sleep in the park with her
kids, sometimes underneath parked cars. Then she ended
up in a crisis home and was moved between various forms
of accommodation.
She eventually found herself at YWCA NSW’s Young Women’s
Intermediate Supported Accommodation (YWISA) program.
YWISA aims to provide safe and supported mediumterm accommodation to homeless young women who are
pregnant, have children or are working on the restoration of
their children.
At first, Lisa took part in group work and she made contact
with YWCA staff and other clients. From there she managed
to build up a network of support both in clients and staff.
Following the group work Lisa went to live in one of the YWISA
refuges and was provided with casework, counselling, life
and parenting skills and case management. But more than
that, she was provided with a sense of security and a family
she could trust.
“When Lisa first came to us she was extremely vulnerable,
extremely quiet and extremely angry. She was so scared that
she would very rarely speak. Only occasionally would she
interact with the other mothers in the group.
There was no time frame on how long people stay and Lisa
was given the time that she needed. She has grown to be
extremely confident and she’s come out of her shell. She
feels safe. She’s aware of what healthy relationships are. She
is confident in herself and her children. She’s confident of
the way she brings her children up, she’s confident that she
knows what is best for her children and what is not best for
her children.” Rebecca, YWISA Worker.
Lisa said, “Before coming to know the programs at the YWCA
I honestly had no goals in life, didn’t know where I would be
or what I would be doing. I lived every day as it came. But as
I got involved with the program I could at least have a daily
goal… with YWCA help I am managing to achieve my goals
and that makes me happy. And, if I am looking back at my

future then I would say my future is much brighter than what
I was expecting before - I don’t know [where I would have
been] probably dead in a drain.”
“I now know I can get myself educated, get a good job, live
a normal life like normal families and that’s what I am aiming
for at the moment.”
Lisa’s children were also very withdrawn. They didn’t trust
anybody and they didn’t know how to interact with other
children. Over time, they have blossomed into two wonderful
young children and they are excited and engaged with
people and they love life and they love to play. What’s more,
they are excelling in their school work and in sporting events.
They both play soccer for the local soccer team and attend
swimming lessons.
“Attending this program really helped me to know a child can
be a child and it’s ok. That was the best side of it because I
never had that as a child. Now as a family we dream of the
future. We’ve got goals in life. I’m going back to school and
educating myself. My bigger one [child] dreams of being a
fireman and the little one is really into music and looking at
being a singer.
Lisa is still receiving support on an outreach basis and she
and her family are now living in long term social housing. Lisa
has now completed a Certificate II, III and IV and a Diploma
in Business Management and is hoping to gain employment
this year. She has even developed enough trust in her
abilities to recognise safe relationships that she is currently in
a very supportive and caring relationship. Her gratitude and
commitment is such that she has been a spokesperson to
various corporate partners and government representatives.
Talking about her new found parenting and life skills, Lisa
said, “It’s great because it helps someone to share your
knowledge. It doesn’t just help them, but for me as an
individual to know that I have given my knowledge to
someone and to know that they’re happy about it makes
me happy. And most mothers to my surprise tell me how
good I am as Mother. I say thank you to them but in the end
the thank you comes back to where I learned it from. And to
pass it on is great.”
YWCA NSW
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mission australia – cafe one on wickham
When Hannah and Justin first visited Café One in June they
had been sleeping rough for approximately two years. The
couple were in desperate need of housing as Hannah was
five months pregnant. Café one opened its doors to the
couple and over a meal they began to tell their story.
Both Justin and Hannah had traumatic childhoods. Neither
has a positive relationship with family nor did they have
positive role models growing up.
Justin, at 23, has spent his entire adult life either on the
streets or moving from couch to couch.
Hannah, at 17, hasn’t lived at home for three years and has
spent a significant part of her teenage years sleeping rough
and in fear for her safety.

Justin and Hannah have worked hard to work through the
challenges they were facing when they first came to Café
One and as a result have been offered a three bedroom
home. They have been linked into intensive counselling and
long-term community support and most importantly are the
proud parents of a healthy, happy little girl.
Justin and Hannah’s story shows what can be achieved
through the development of therapeutic relationships that
encourage trust, respect, honesty and openness. Both know
that there are hard yards, but are happy that they now have
a plan that will assist them to develop the skills they need to
raise a happy healthy child.
mission australia – cafe one on wickham

Unsurprisingly, living marginalised lives such as these have
resulted in Justin and Hannah having regular interaction with
law enforcement.
The couple have always found it difficult to engage with and
trust the services offered to them, but the pair found safety in
Café One and its friendly approach through food.
Getting to know Justin and Hannah, the team discovered
that the couple weren’t registered with the department of
housing. Justin was self-medicating to manage his anxiety
levels and Hannah wasn’t engaging with medical services
to support her through her pregnancy. Compounding these
challenges both had outstanding matters that needed to be
dealt with through the legal system.
With positive encouragement and support, Justin and Hannah
got in touch with the Department of Housing and submitted
a housing application. They were supported to apply for
housing through a number of community housing providers in
an attempt to find a property to meet their needs.

Justin sought out and
accessed assistance for
his anxiety and Hannah
was referred to medical
support to help her
through her pregnancy.

Justin sought out and accessed assistance for his anxiety and
Hannah was referred to medical support to help her through her
pregnancy. With appropriate legal assistance and advocacy,
made available through the café, Justin and Hannah dealt with
their legal issues without the overwhelming fear of being sent
to prison or being separated from each other.

The couple were in desperate need of housing as
Hannah was five months pregnant.

Power
of Community
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THE sydney story factory

the

Writers’

Guild

It is a very special magical place I feel in my heart.
Whenever I am there I feel reborn again.
On Sundays, the Sydney Story Factory runs the Free Writers
Guild. Students aged 8 to 18 regularly come in for between 2
and 5 hours to work on writing projects of all kinds. We asked
the students to tell us what the Sydney Story Factory means
to them. Phred, a student in year 8, at Australian Performing
Arts and Grammar School, helped edit their responses.

anastasia
Anastasia is in year 7 at Newtown High School and comes
to the Sydney Story Factory regularly on Sundays. One of
the classes she was in used prompts and a timer to get a
story going.

As the timer was flipped, the delicate, miniscule grains of
sand slipped through the centre of the hourglass shape,
falling, falling, falling. Taking time away, slowly deleting the
seconds as they fell, erasing the minutes as they cascaded
down, ripping apart the hours as they hit the bottom, rolling
around then stopping, until the glass was flipped again.
The lead of my pencil scraped across the paper, imprinting it
with words for life. The words flowed quick and smooth, the
tip of my tongue stuck out of the side of my mouth, only to
be bitten by my teeth. My eyes followed my pencil with every
curve, every line and every dot. Weaving through my brain
were electric bolts, filled with adjectives and ideas, nouns

and story lines and as I continued to write the bolts multiplied
and grew bigger, ever bigger.
As the last grain of delicate sand fell through the glass, my
pencil stopped scribbling, my tongue crept back into my
mouth and my eyes slowed to a halt. I straightened my back,
interlaced my fingers and stretched them out in front of me,
arching my back.
My tutor Megan handed me a story card and I burst
out laughing.
“How am I going to fit this into my story?!” I yelled out.
“My story is suspenseful, scary and woeful, how can I add a
ticket seller in?!”
“Well...” she said…..
You know when one sentence changes everything?
The story of someone’s life?
Well for that poor ticket seller, this was that sentence.
Nothing would be normal again; nothing would ever be the
same. My story had changed because of one sentence, two
determined people and one amazing tutor.

YOSRA
Yosra is in year 5 at Randwick Public School, and speaks
Italian and English at home. At the front of the Sydney Story
Factory is a shop – The Martian Embassy and Gift Shop –
which gives the centre an interesting street front and sales of
Martian products help fund the writing programs.
I entered the Martian Embassy on a Sunday afternoon and
was surprised by how different it was. A tall, multiple-eyed
extra terrestrial welcomed me into the building.
I paused for a moment, and then realised that the theme was
not commensurate with the tutoring centre I thought I was
going to. It was like I walked straight into a portal that lead me
to a dimension that flourished with novels and publications
by children who have paid a visit before me.
My imagination sparked an idea to create a story, yet I required
help. I was really timid to ask for a tutor, but then a figure
appeared before me; his name was Miles. With an instructor
to assist me, I felt more comfortable. Miles was super friendly,
funny and welcoming which goes to show the top-notch
service the Sydney Story Factory provides for its students.
A year later, I am still attending the Sydney Story Factory
and giving up my Sundays to improve my writing abilities.
I’ve worked with many other tutors and all have interesting
personalities and intellect. They never make you write
something you do not wish to write about. Being able to
express your perspective is one of the main benefits at the
Sydney Story Factory, whether it’s about the cons of animal
cruelty or the pros of saving the environment. We all have
the ability to write our feelings about a topic without the fear
of judgement. It’s quite an ethical atmosphere, to be honest.
There is no right, nor wrong. Everybody respects each other.
The Martian Embassy not only has enhanced my writing
proficiency, but has also increased my self-confidence, since
we always read our stories aloud to each other. It has made
me want to express myself whenever there is something I feel
strongly about.”

KUN HO
Kun Ho is in year 7 at Tempe High School, and has been
coming regularly to the Sydney Story Factory since the
beginning of 2013.
Imagine a place where you can read thousands of books, a
place where you can write in freedom, to escape the world of
gaming. It is the Sydney Story Factory.
As I rode the train with my mother to the Martian Embassy
for the first time, many thoughts shot through my mind. What
if my creative writing was too weak and they didn’t accept
me? What if the tutors and kids don’t like me? As I took my
first step inside, I was in a green organ; it had many books
and tutors. Helen greeted me and my mother. I sat down
on a wooden stool and they gave me a blue pen with some
paper. A tutor came to my aid and asked what I had recently
done. I wrote about the day before and ‘the storm’s fury’
which kept me from playing tennis. I really was surprised that
I could write a story so well. I enjoyed my first lesson and kept
attending the Factory.
I have written many different narratives, but my favourite
is ‘Bill the Paleoclimatologist’. It was the longest story I
ever wrote and the best. It consisted of many adjectives,
verbs, similes and many other language features. ‘Bill the
Paleoclimatologist’ is written by many souls. Yes, I wrote
most of it but I couldn’t have done it without my kind, helpful
tutors. My tutors gave up their Sunday mornings to come
and teach. Especially Helen, she’s always here organising
everything, putting things in folders, typing things up.
I can’t believe I am part of the Sydney Story factory. It is a
pleasure to be here!

Yarrie
Yarrie is from Sierra Leone and lived in Guinea before she
arrived in Australia in 2004. She started coming to the Sydney
Story Factory when she was a student at Tempe High School,
and has written poems and prize-winning short stories.
l’m so blessed to have Sydney Story Factory in my life.
It is a very special magical place I feel in my heart.
I really love this place.
Whenever I am there I feel reborn again.
Everything since is well with me.
I have no worry, sadness or pain.
My soul is full of joy.
Helen, Lesley and the other volunteers make it a very special
outstanding place.
I feel so lucky to have help from inspirational people.
It has a great impact on my life and has changed me a lot,
encouraging me to write.
Having this workshop at Redfern is a great idea, it gives real
meaning to multiculturalism; the door is open to everyone to
come and feel at home.
This place I will forever remember.
the sydney story factory
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FRANS

This year Tara moved into her own flat.
Her friend Tom hopes to find his own place soon too.

TARA’s
TOM’s
and

stoRY

In summer this year, Tara, who is in her early twenties, moved
into her own flat; her friend Tom, whom she’s known for many
years, hopes to find his own place soon too. This is a great
achievement for these two young adults, because Tara and
Tom both have Down syndrome.
About six years ago, they joined the Teenage Independence
Program at FRANS. It was the beginning of a transformation
for them and their families – and to a degree for pretty much
everybody else they knew then and have met since.
Tara and Tom now have the skills necessary to live an
independent life. Carefully tailored support with activities
and every-day chores in a group environment helped them
learn how to deal with domestic routine, like getting ready for
school and – later – for work.
They learnt to do the shopping and cook meals, clean the
kitchen and bathroom, do the laundry, make their beds, go
out to catch a movie and a bite to eat, and to interact with
people in the community, just as other people their age do
every day.
With other teenagers like them,
Tara and Tom learnt most of these
things in the context of where the
skills are actually needed: out in
the community. Whilst they were
still at school, they started with
more basic things like the use of
public transport or the safe use of
the internet and social networking
and gradually extended these
learnings to more complex
things like the financial literacy
to understand a mobile phone
contract or the understanding of
the duty of care to enter into a
residential lease agreement.

For one, the demand on their parents dropped with the
participation of the two teenagers in the program after school.
Mum and Dad found they had more time again to dedicate
to their other children, to pursue activities and commitments
that they had previously had to put aside and to develop their
careers and find greater fulfilment in life.
When Tara goes to the gym after work, she is also changing
the perception that people have of her. She is just like any
other young woman in her twenties. Why would she be any
different? Like other young women, she tries to keeps herself
in shape; she has an active social life, loves going to the
movies or to see bands.
Most students in Tom’s course at University of Sydney had
never really met anybody with an intellectual disability. But with
the term rolling on fast, with assignments, working groups,
and with everything else that fills the life of students, they
soon forgot that they used to think they were any different
than Tom. Like Tom, their focus is on preparing themselves
for a Bachelor of Arts in ancient
history.

When Tara goes to the
gym after work, she is also
changing the perception
that people have of her. She
is just like any other young
woman in her twenties.
Why would she be
any different?

Tara and Tom realised by and by
that all it took to build self-esteem
was a lot of guts and dedication,
and that they really were not that different after all.

“I found out that I am just like all the other girls and that I can
do what they do,” said Tara. “To live independently, we need
the skills to know how to do things properly.”
To learn how to ‘do things properly’, they both took part in
a financial literacy program that was made possible with a
grant from the Future2 Foundation of the Australian financial
planning profession.

With such great independence
and an ability to live their own,
autonomous lives, Tara and Tom
have already greatly reduced their
reliance on others – including
on services and government
assistance programs. This is
freeing up funding that is needed
to support other young people
with intellectual disabilities.
In 2011, the Future2 Foundation
invited them to speak about their
journey to over 1000 financial
planners. Their short presentation
“opened up a new world”, said
Steven Helmich, Future2 Chair.

Their story is also an inspiration
for parents who might have just
learnt that their child was born with an intellectual disability.
Their independent lives in their own place, with an interesting
job in a government agency for Tara, and a university degree
in reach for Tom, is a slap in the face of those who focus on
their disability, instead of simply seeing two young adults with
aspirations and an unwavering determination to reach high
and fulfil their dreams.
FRANS

“The independence I learnt from this program is really fun,”
Tom said following completion of the course. “I got to learn
to actually budget my own money instead of spending it all;
because I’m usually a spender and not a saver.”
Tom has also learnt to buy groceries in the right sizes to
prepare a meal for himself. He now has the confidence to
go out with friends for a curry in his favourite Thai eatery; he
knows how to order and pay for his meal, how to behave
appropriately, and how to get there and travel home safely
at night.
The benefits of these important achievements reach much
farther than merely the impact that they have on the private
lives of Tom and Tara.
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camp quality

from cancer to

Gold medal

winner

Giving children and their families the strength, resilience and joy
to face the world and the hope to live their dreams.
Tristan
Diagnosed with bone cancer aged 9. Leg amputated above
the knee. Relapsed aged 12: cancer in the lung. 22 courses
of chemo. Tristan Knowles’ cancer journey tested him before
he was even a teenager. Tristan Knowles, OAM, today (29):
Australia Wheelchair Basketball Gold Medallist, Beijing
Paralympics. Silver medallist, London Paralympics.
Camp Quality took Tristan on 8 of our Camps in Canberra,
where he learnt the power of unrelenting optimism and
resilience. Tristan says: “As any child with cancer and their
families know, these periods are tough. Lots of time is spent
in hospitals; the family unit is often apart. Although we try and
stay positive, it can be extremely hard.
Camp Quality for me was one of the major things that kept me
positive and focused on moving forward and beating cancer.
Whether it was the next major camp or simply a weekend
outing, these are things that gave me the strength to keep
fighting. The power of the mind is absolutely amazing. I was
convinced that I’d beat cancer a second time. Nothing was
going to stop me. I think my positive outlook was crucial in
my survival. In terms of my basketball, I’ve tried to apply the
same approach: nothing is going to get in the way of my
goals and dreams. In fact, I apply this to all areas of my life.”

isabella
It was tricky for five-year-old Isabella’s family to laugh in 2010.
Mum Laura still remembers the shock of her daughter’s
diagnosis: “In 24 hours, our whole world collapsed.”
Camp Quality’s programs are designed to give children like
Isabella the strength and resilience to face the world. Look
how well she’s doing now; Laura says: “Last year was an
introduction to activities to see how Isabella’s energy levels
would cope. On holiday she was jumping in the pool and
riding her bike - nobody would know she was sick. She has
a full head of hair now.”
It’s been quite a journey for the family. Sisters like Ashley find
it hard to process the trauma her family is going through.
Laura says: “Ashley was quite unsettled. When we were at

hospital lots, she had some behavioural issues – lots of anger
inside: ‘you love Isabella more, if I had cancer you’d love me
like you love her.’ Even though she’s so protective of her
sister, we also had to reassure her lots. But she hasn’t said
anything like this for some time.”
“Family Camp was absolutely a turning point for us. Talking to
other families going through it makes such a difference. It was
great to see families who’d come out the other side. We’ve
since been on another Family Camp in the snow – a great way
for us to spend quality family time.”
camp quality

Last year was an
introduction to activities
to see how Isabella’s
energy levels would cope.
On holiday she was
jumping in the pool and
riding her bike - nobody
would know she was sick.
She has a full head
of hair now.
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paraquad NSW

After returning to Australia,
Kate underwent as much
rehabilitation as her
pregnancy would permit.
She began coming to
terms with life as someone
with paraplegia as well as
the prospect of being a
mum in a wheelchair.

Imagine being involved in a serious accident on the other side
of the world and waking up in a hospital in a country far from
your home and family. This happened to 26 year old Kate
while she was on holidays. Not only did an accident change
her life, but the lives of all around her.
Kate sustained a spinal cord injury as a pillion passenger in
a motorbike accident while on holidays in London in 2004.
She was on an afternoon motorbike ride with friends before
leaving London to meet up with her fiancé John, who was
working in Europe. Kate was riding with a good friend who
lost control of the bike when the rear tyre blew out. Her friend
did not survive. Kate sustained multiple injuries; the most
serious was a spinal cord injury.
Kate’s parents, who were back in Australia, received that call
every parent dreads, advising them of the accident. They
made quick travel arrangements to travel to their daughter
as soon as possible – not knowing what awaited them, not
knowing if Kate would survive her injuries.
Kate’s parents and fiancé John arrived within 36 hours of
the accident to the news that Kate’s spinal cord injury had
resulted in paraplegia. Amidst the shock, there was also
some exciting news. Kate was in her first trimester of her
pregnancy and it seemed that despite the trauma that her
body had been through, the baby was not harmed. A ray of
hope shone through the upheaval.
After returning to Australia, Kate underwent as much
rehabilitation as her pregnancy would permit. She began
coming to terms with life as someone with paraplegia as well
as the prospect of being a mum in a wheelchair.
Five months after the accident, Kate gave birth to a baby
boy – Liam. When Liam was born, he had bilateral talipes
(clubfeet), and within the first week, he was diagnosed with
Arthrogryposis – a joint contracture condition. Both mum and
baby left hospital to live with Kate’s parents who had made
modifications to their home to make the transition easier for
Kate and baby.

When Liam was four months old, Kate noticed that he was
having trouble feeding and after medical tests it was discovered
that Liam also had cerebral palsy. Liam’s disabilities meant
that he would have communication difficulties, would not be
able to stand or walk and would require full assistance with
feeding, bathing and personal care. Kate’s family provided
the physical support necessary as they all tried to come to
terms with Kate and Liam’s disability.
Kate and her fiancé separated 12 months after Liam’s birth.
Two years later Kate decided to move out of her family home,
so she could try and be more independent. After searching
unsuccessfully for accessible, suitable accommodation
Kate contacted ParaQuad NSW for assistance with finding
somewhere to live.
ParaQuad assisted Kate and Liam to find a place of their own
to rent in Berala, Sydney – a transitional accommodation
facility. The three bedroom unit had been modified for
wheelchair access and suited Kate and Liam’s physical
needs. Also transitional accommodation gave Kate a sense
of independence and confidence to be a mum on her own.
Kate relied on carers to assist with Liam’s care and she
visited her parents often.
After living in transitional accommodation for 2 years, Kate
needed to find more permanent accommodation. ParaQuad
assisted Kate in her move into Community Housing, where
she is now living with Liam. The officer helped with her
housing application and liaised with the community housing
provider, looked at housing offers and their proximity to
family, friends and medical support.
Due to Liam’s health care needs, as well as her own, Kate
has had to seek the advice of ParaQuad’s clinical nurse
consultants for help with wound care and continence issues.
Having access to specialist information and advice, free of
charge, has provided further support needed for Kate and
Liam to live independently. “I couldn’t have done it on my
own,” Kate said.
Paraquad NSW

A spinal cord injury can happen to anyone, anytime
and change a life forever.

mother
	son
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foresters community finance

the

righT
track

You have to be sure that you’re doing the right thing.
For not-for-profit organisations, owning their own property
assets dramatically helps improve their financial sustainability,
and also has a significant positive social impact. Sunshine
Coast Independent Living Services (SCILS) is an example of
how property ownership has provided an outcome that has
long lasting benefits to the community.
“You have to be sure that you’re doing the right thing and that
you’re on the right track. I’m an ex-banker, and a “management
accountant”. I look at the figures and the problem with renting
is that you’re not ever in control on how much rent you’ll be
paying versus buying your own property. And besides, there
are so many things you can’t do in a rental property.” said
Jennie James, SCILS Business and Finance Manager
SCILS’ core purpose is to develop and implement strategies
that support adults with mild to moderate intellectual
disabilities through various programmes and pathways.
SCILS’ story began more than 20 years ago with a local
family whose son had a disability – they were frustrated with
the lack of support in the area. Wanting to make a difference,
they set up a facility to be run locally for people in the
community with a disability.
A full range of independent living skills using a comprehensive
program is delivered by educated and experienced staff.
SCILS strives to enhance and empower the independence
of their client base so they can reach their full potential.
SCILS has come from humble beginnings – initially operating
out of a garage, then in a rented room in town, then a rented
house. In between – now and then – they decided to move
out of the original location and enter into a five year lease of a
new property.
They soon discovered that the property design did not suit
the needs of people with a disability and realised they needed
to own their own property that met the needs of their clients.

SCILS then formulated a plan to realise their vision: to develop
the site at their original location and return operations to the
site in 2013.
“Our clients are actually very excited. They don’t necessarily
like change.”Jennie James said.
They were able to realise part of this vision with the sale
proceeds from another property they owned at a nearby.
After an unfavourable experience with a mainstream bank,
SCILS approached Foresters Community Finance, who were
able to develop a tailored loan that suited the needs of SCILS,
helping them to achieve their community development
objectives in a financially and socially sustainable way.
“The biggest shock I had was that a mainstream bank
refused to support us.” Jennie remarked.
Acquisition and development of the property gave SCILS the
opportunity to strategically plan for the future and provide
a specially designed new space for disabled people in the
community, where they are able to conduct training, learning
and social programmes.
“You know when you’ve got a place you’re renting for five
years, you only have the ability to make plans for those five
years. Whereas when you’ve established your organisation
somewhere, you can really begin to make longer term plans.
And, it’s yours, you can see what you can do.”
foresters community finance

You know when you’ve got
a place you’re renting for
five years, you only have
the ability to make plans
for those five years.
Whereas when you are
established somewhere,
you can really begin to
make longer term plans.
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byron community centre

community

genie
If you had three wishes, what would they be?

“If I had three wishes, what would they be?” It’s a question
that has provoked my most unattainable desires ever since
Aladdin rubbed his magic lamp.
I’d always wanted to have the powers of Goku (the Z fighter
from Dragin Ball Z). I longed to be James Bond. And,
perhaps, most peculiarly, I really wanted confidence. This is
how I came to make those wishes come true.
My name is Rostyn, I like to call myself Ross for short - I grew up
in South Africa. When I was five, my parents got divorced and
my mother was free from the clutches of my tyrannical father
who constantly abused us. Although I remember none of the
fists and rapes that Mother said spewed from my father’s wrath.
My mother transformed from being a loving caregiver to
someone who crawled from nightclub to nightclub. The sudden

transformation of my Mum caught me off guard. I didn’t know
how to look after myself while she was out, I couldn’t cook; I
didn’t know how to wash my clothes or what to do when I heard
strange noises when I was alone through the night.
Eventually I became quite adequate at looking after myself as
a small child. I did my homework, I took myself to school, and
I made my own meals even though mum was never around.
My mother forgot to buy food for the house she came to
neglect. My mother then met a new man.
While I was living with him and my mum, I was constantly
strangled by him and mentally abused by both him and my
mother. All the physical harm he did to my neck and the
bruises he inflicted with his punches was the easiest to take.
It was the mind games, the manipulation and bullshit that he
made my mother believe that hurt the most and still does.

I ran away from home a few times to the bush where I would
camp and hide. I acted out in school and had to see school
counsellors. However, they never had the adequate ‘skills’
to deal with my issues so I saw a psychologist. My mother
stopped the sessions before I told too much. We even moved
cities. I lived with them for 12 years.
In the latter years the abuse didn’t occur as frequently as
I got stronger and fought back. I moved from South Africa
to Byron Bay to be with my aunt. I struggled a lot in Byron:
getting paid work was tough and it was tough adjusting to
the perpetually changing Ross.
For the majority of my life, I was devoid of self-belief and
confidence was something I only dreamed about. People
made me anxious and talking to them was hard. I thought life
was pointless and had no direction at all. It was impossible to
get a job in Byron Bay without any skills, I was told to leave
and find refuge in Sydney or Brisbane. One day, however,
I walked into the Byron Community Centre and found
something that changed my life – a magic lamp that labelled
itself “The Community Table Cafe”.
Two genies emerged, called Amanda and Stephanie, from a
cloud of smoke that spouted from their steam wands – they
were coffee genies and Amanda was the main one. After a
month and a half of rejection from every stall from Lennox
to Ballina from Mullumbimby to Byron, I was relieved when
Amanda, more than happily, took me under her wings.

Amanda and Stephanie did not turn me into James Bond
or give me the powers of Goku. However that didn’t matter
because whenever I made a killer coffee, or was excelling in
customer service, they certainly made me feel like they even
granted those wishes.
My time at the Community Table, it must be said, was not easy
– there was a lot to learn and towering mountains to climb.
But Amanda and Stephanie were there with me, believing and
pushing me the whole way. I can’t say, now, that I’m the most
confident, or the best at communicating, but I’ve come a long,
long way. People no longer scare me. I believe in myself and I
know where my life is headed. What Amanda and Stephanie
have given me, and what I’ve achieved, I thought was only
possible when I closed my eyes and asked myself “If I had
three wishes, what would they be?”
As well as Amanda and Stephanie, I want to say thank you
to the people I don’t know at Future2 Foundation, who gave
the grant to the Byron Community Table Café that made
the mentoring program there possible. This is one life they
helped to transform.
byron community centre

And so, I began working with the two genies. They taught me
how to rub the magic coffee cart, froth milk, tamp, pour and
conjure various hot potions. They bestowed on me priceless
life and work skills and taught me how to talk to people. And
although my discovery was not exactly “Aladdin”, these two
genies were hard at work making my dreams a reality.
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david wirrpanda foundation
Young Aboriginal role model Delila Bonney started working
as an Administrative Assistant with the Communications and
Marketing Branch of the Department of Mines and Petroleum
after she completed her pre-employment program with the
David Wirrpanda Foundation.
She’s one of four Indigenous students to have been awarded
a job at the department under the Indigenous Employment
Strategy (IES).
She said her family and friends were so proud when Delila
started working at the Department of Mines and Petroleum,
some have been inspired to follow in her footsteps.

Now, Delila is planning to buy her own car with the income from
her first fulltime job. It makes me feel more independent and
mature making my own money.”
Delila now feels comfortable in her role at DMP, and is taking
on more responsibility. “I didn’t expect to be doing this, but
it’s great. I’m getting work passed over from people who are
leaving the Communications and Marketing team and gaining
more responsibility, plus I’ve helped ease the workload for my
colleagues.”
david wirrpanda foundation

“I think I shocked them because I wanted to make a life for
myself. Some of them are now doing courses themselves – I’m
shocked with them too!”
Delila has seen more of Western Australia in her 18 years than
most people dream to see their whole lives. Born in Kalgoorlie,
she and her three siblings had a great time travelling around
Western Australia as they were growing up. Delila’s father, a
builder, would move around the state as his work demanded,
taking his family with him.
“I loved travelling,” Delila said. “We lived in Broome for three
years. Everyday we’d go to Cable Beach or take a BBQ there
for dinner.” She’s also lived in Esperance, Coolgardie, Newman,
Geraldton, Marble Bar and Fitzroy Crossing – but her memories
there aren’t as great. “It was nice, but too hot. I got sick there,
it was so hot.”
While Delila loved travelling around Western Australia, her
education suffered. Sometimes she and her siblings wouldn’t
go to school for three or four months at a time.

I think because my sister
started seeing me make
a change, she thought
she might start making
a change for herself too.

“We didn’t get a lot of schooling, so I pushed myself to get an
education and joined the David Wirrpanda Foundation. I think
because my sister started seeing me make a change, she
thought she might start making a change for herself too, and
she also joined. We didn’t really have a future otherwise, with all
the travelling everywhere.”

Delila has seen more of Western Australia in her 18 years than
most people dream to see their whole lives.

darING to

dream
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Australian Diabetes Council
ADC is Australia’s oldest and largest not-for-profit
organisation focused on providing support and services
nationally and internationally to people living with and at
risk of diabetes, their families, carers, friends and allied
health professionals.
ADC makes a positive difference to the everyday lives
of those living with and at risk of diabetes and their
carers. We do this by ensuring decisions in areas of
policy, research, delivery of services and programs are
made in the best interest of those living with and at risk
of diabetes.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn

+61 2 9552 9897
26 Arundel St, Glebe NSW 2037
info@australiandiabetescouncil.com
www.australiandiabetescouncil.com
australiandiabetescouncil
@asharedvoice
australian-diabetes-council

BBM Youth Support
A quiet achiever in the Australian not for profit sector,
BBM Youth Support has been funding a unique
combination of awards and sponsorships since 1983.
This support has delivered long term benefits to
thousands of young Australians, their families, peers
and communities. Distributions from its endowment
fund assist individuals and organisations which
support health, education and career opportunities for
young people.

Contact
Address
Email
Website

+61 2 9233 4005
Level 4, 5 Hunter Street, Sydney, NSW 2000
info@bbm.asn.au
www.bbm.asn.au

An independent organisation with no political
or religious affiliations, BBM Youth Support also
recognises the need to look beyond simply providing
funding. It is raising awareness of causes in the
community, creating partnerships and collaborations
and exploring new avenues to provide young
people with opportunities. From 1925 until 1982 the
organisation was known as the Big Brother Movement
and assisted young men migrate to Australia from the
United Kingdom.

bear cottage
Bear Cottage is the only children’s hospice in NSW, one
of only two in Australia, and the only one in the world
affiliated with a children’s hospital. Bear Cottage cares
for children from across Australia, regardless of where
they receive their primary care, although the majority of
families that access the service are from NSW.

Contact +61 2 9976 8304
Address 2 Fairy Bower Road, Manly NSW 2095
Website www.bearcottage.chw.edu.au

The children who visit Bear Cottage will range
from newborn infants to 18 years of age; however
accommodation is also available for parents, and
siblings of the children staying.

the benevolent society
The Benevolent Society is Australia’s first charity.
We’re a not-for-profit and non-religious organisation
and we’ve helped people, families and communities
achieve positive change for 200 years. We help people
to change their lives, through support and education
and by speaking out for a just society where everyone
can thrive.
We are a leading provider of welfare support services
for disadvantaged children and families, people with
mental illness, the elderly and their carers. In the last
year alone we helped more than 60,000 Australians.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 8262 3552
Level 1,188 Oxford St, Paddington NSW 2021
Cathy.quinn@benevolent.org.au
www.benevolent.org.au
The Benevolent Society
@benevolentAU

byron community centre
Bryon Community Centre is the largest provider
of social welfare support in the Byron Shire after
CentreLink, having been established over 30 years
ago. A not for profit organisation, it operates at the
interface between the community and the neediest
people in the Shire. It is successfully running a wide
range of projects such as emergency relief, a homeless
drop-in centre, a no-interest loan project, as well as
offering counselling support, tax and legal advice and
budget counselling. The Community Table Café is a
further initiative, offering both a community service and
a bridge into employment for local young people.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 6685 6807
PO Box 309, Byron Bay, NSW 2481
info@byroncentre.com.au
www.byroncentre.com.au
byroncommunitycentre
@byroncentre

Camp Quality is the children’s family cancer charity.
Our purpose is to create a better life for every child
living with cancer in Australia. The services we provide
for children (0-13 years) living with cancer and their
families help create a better life by building optimism
and resilience. We support families no matter where
they live in Australia, throughout each stage of their
cancer journey.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 9876 0514
Suite 6, 44-46 Oxford Street, Epping NSW 2121
reception@campquality.org.au
www.campquality.org.au
CampQualityAU
@Camp_Quality

Camp quality

Can Assist
Can Assist is a charity which provides accommodation,
practical support and financial assistance to country
people in NSW affected by cancer. Our vision is
that every country community, family and individual
should have equitable access to cancer care and
support services. Can Assist has been helping country
families for over 57 years and has 50 branches in
country towns across NSW supported by over 2,900
volunteers. Can Assist provides its services to help
bridge the gap between city and country cancer
patients. In 2012 Can Assist provided $1.6 million in
financial assistance and helped 2,563 country people
receive cancer treatment.

Contact +61 2 8217 3400
Address Suite 1, Ground Floor, 25-39 Mountain Street,
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube

Ultimo NSW 2007
admin@canassist.com.au
www.canassist.com.au
CanAssistNSW1
@CanAssistNSW
canassist123

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook

+61 7 3513 2559
14 Edmondstone St Newmarket QLD4051
info@candk.asn.au
www.candk.asn.au
candkqld

the creche and kindergarten association
The Creche and Kindergarten Association (C&K) is
a not for profit community based early childhood
provider with almost 400 early childhood education
and care services including kindergarten, childcare,
family day care, limited hours care and a network
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander programs
across Queensland, from metropolitan to regional and
remote towns. The C&K Building waterfalls teaching
and learning guideline for kindergarten is the only
independently approved early childhood curriculum
in Australia and offers a natural learning through play
concept. All profits are reinvested to ensure the best
outcome is achieved to benefit children and educators
at its services.
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cure cancer australia
Cure Cancer Australia’s single focus is to find a cure
for cancer. Our Vision is a world without cancer,
nothing less. Our Mission to champion innovative
young researchers in their quest to cure cancer. $50
funds one hour, $1,900 funds one week, $8,300
funds one month and $100,000 funds one year of vital
cancer research. Since 1967, our focus has been on
the cure, not the type of cancer. We are one of the
few Australian charities seeking to find a cure for all
cancers. We have channelled close to $20 million in
the form of grants to 460 extraordinary Australians
who rely on our independent funding to investigate
potential breakthroughs for a cure for cancer.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn

+61 2 8072 6188
PO Box R185, Royal Exchange, NSW 1225
lmcnuff@curecancer.org.au
www.curecancer.org.au
CureCancerAustralia
@CureCancerAust
cure-cancer-australia-foundation

The David Wirrpanda Foundation aims to increase the
retention of Aboriginal students in school and improve
their life choices after leaving school by encouraging
further study or entry into the workforce. This aim has
been met through the delivery of carefully constructed,
culturally inclusive programs which assist Aboriginal
children, families and the community to be better
equipped to contribute to significant social decisions
that directly impact upon their lives. We have 17 full
time and 15 casual staff members. Our mentors are
all local Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander role models,
and have completed culturally appropriate facilitator
and mentor training.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 8 9242 6700
PO Box 508 Subiaco WA 6904
admin@dwf.org.au
www.dwf.org.au
David Wirrpanda Foundation
@WirraFoundation

Evolve – Keeping Kids on Track is a not for profit
organisation working with at risk, disadvantaged
and disengaged young people. Evolve provides early
intervention, Outdoor Adventure Therapy Programs
(using Narrative and Bush Therapy) in Queensland,
Victoria and Northern New South Wales. Evolve’s
programs, delivered in association with schools,
communities and families act as a catalyst for change
and enable young people to discover their strengths,
learn how to learn, enhance their expectations of
future success and become more self-sufficient, with
greater hope and self-belief.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook

1300 723 317
PO Box 46 Tamborine QLD 4270
graham@evolve.org.au
www.evolve.org.au
Evolve-Keeping-Kids-on-Track

David Wirrpanda Foundation

the evolve foundation

Fitted for Work
Fitted for Work is a not-for-profit organisation and
the first of its kind in Australia. Our mission is to help
women experiencing disadvantage get work and keep
it. We do this by providing a personal outfitting and
interview preparation service and a range of mentoring,
transition to work and career resilience programs.
All our programs focus on developing a woman’s
confidence and self-esteem as well as deepening the
skills and knowledge to get work. We have services
in Melbourne, Morwell and Parramatta. Since 2005,
we have helped over 12,000 courageous women step
out of disadvantage and into sustainable employment.

Contact +61 3 9662 4028
Address Ground Floor, Queen Victoria Women’s Centre
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
Vimeo

210 Lonsdale St, Melbourne VIC 3000
anne@fittedforwork.org
www.fittedforwork.org
fittedforwork
@fittedforwork
fittedforwork
fittedforwork

Foresters Community Finance
Foresters Community Finance Limited is a Community
Development Finance Institution (CDFI) providing
finance and investment capital to the community
sector in Australia.
Our goal is to employ community finance and social
investment strategies to service and support people,
organisations and communities who have limited
access to mainstream financial institutions.

Contact
Address
Website
LinkedIn

+61 7 3851 8000
35 Brookes Street, Bowen Hills QLD 4006
www.foresters.org.au
Foresters-community-finance

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook

+61 2 9797 5315
113-119 Edwin St North Croydon NSW 2132
enquiries@frans.com.au
www.frans.com.au
Frans-Inc

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 8396 5200
Level 2, 55 Holt Street Surry Hills, NSW, 2010
seo@girlguides-nswact.org.au
www.girlguides-nswact.org.au
girlguidesnswact
@girlguidesnswact

frans (Family resource and network support inc)
For 30 years, FRANS has been supporting people with
disabilities to find greater inclusion and involvement
in the community, gain independence and live active,
fulfilled lives. We achieve this through quality, personfocused and inclusive respite and recreation programs
that meet the needs of individuals and improve the lives
of people with disabilities, their families and carers.
We work with people with mild to moderate
intellectual, cognitive or developmental disabilities,
as well as people with highly complex, composite
care needs, through social, group support programs,
individualised, direct care, lifestyle and daily living skills
training, transitional living programs and carer support
forums.

girl guides (NSW and ACT)
Girl Guides has been empowering girls and young
women for over 100 years. Today there are over
a million Australian women who have been, or are still,
Girl Guides. Girl Guides Australia is part of a worldwide voluntary organisation and our Mission is to
enable girls and young women to grow into confident,
self-respecting and responsible community members.
Girl Guides is an inclusive organisation, welcoming
girls of all cultural backgrounds and abilities.

the homeless persons’ legal clinic
The Homeless Persons’ Legal Clinic involves law firms
and the community sector partnering with QPILCH
to deliver the only free civil law service targeting
homeless Queenslanders. The HPLC collaborates with
community workers to offer client-focused, holistic
services and reduce barriers to housing by addressing
the multiple legal needs of homeless clients, including
debts, tenancy and crime. The HPLC is co-located
at 14 community agencies across Queensland, with
over 300 volunteer lawyers from 23 firms providing
representation and assistance to over 4000 people
experiencing or at risk of homelessness and
harnessing over $10m of pro bono legal assistance
since December 2002.

Contact
Email
Website
Twitter

+61 7 3846 6317
admin@qpilch.org.au
www.qpilch.org.au
@qpilch
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indigenous marathon project
The Indigenous Marathon Project (IMP) was founded
in 2010 by former World Champion marathon runner
Rob de Castella. IMP is not a sports program, but a
community focussed health initiative that uses the
simple act of running as a vehicle to promote the
benefits of healthy and active lifestyles.
IMP annually selects, educates, trains and takes a
group of inspirational young Indigenous men and
women aged 18-30 to compete in the world’s biggest
marathon – the New York Marathon. Through this,
IMP promotes the importance of healthy and active
lifestyles throughout Indigenous communities, and
creates Indigenous role models.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
Others

+61 2 6260 5750
50 Colbee Court, Phillip ACT 2607
marathon@smartstart.com.au
www.imp.org.au
TheMarathonProject
@IndigMaraProjct
www.footprints.gofundraise.com.au

mission australia – cafe one on wickham
Café One on Wickham, located in Brisbane’s
Fortitude Valley, is a non-judgemental, relaxed
environment enabling people who are homeless, or
at risk of homelessness to develop relationships and
comfortably access community services.

Contact
Address
Website
YouTube

+61 7 3252 3572
256 Wickham Street, Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
www.missionaustralia.com.au
missionaust

Mission Australia is a non-denominational Christian
community service organisation that has been
transforming the lives of Australians in need for
more than 150 years. Through our community and
employment services we assist more than 300,000
Australians by providing a hand up, a way forward and
hope for the future.

mittagundi outdoor education centre
Mittagundi is an Outdoor Education Centre established
in 1978 with the aim to provide young people from a
diverse range of backgrounds experience on a pioneer
style farm without electricity. At Mittagundi young
people learn the value of other people and learn to
appreciate the simple things in life. They learn some
basic back-to-basic skills whilst also enjoying time out
to camp, raft and abseil within the mountain retreat.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
YouTube

+61 3 5159 7238
4385 Omeo Highway Glen Valley VIC 3898
info@mittagundi.org.au
www.mittagundi.org.au
Mittagundi
@Mittagundi
Mittagundi

NADO is a not-for-profit, non-government community
organisation that provides services and programs
for people with a disability in the Penrith and Blue
Mountains areas. NADO has been operating for over
30 years, and works closely with both the local and
state governments.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

1300 738 229
28 Gidley Street, St Marys NSW 2760
marketing@nado.org.au
www.nado.org.au
NADO
@NADO Inc

nado

opportunity international australia
Opportunity International Australia provides people
living in poverty with the opportunity to transform their
lives. Offering a hand up rather than a hand-out, we use
a sustainable approach to solve poverty – empowering
families through community development programs
and loans as small as $100 to help them grow their
own small business. These services mean families no
longer have to struggle to afford food, water, healthcare
and an education for their children. Inspired by Jesus
Christ’s call to serve the poor, we seek to help people
regardless of their gender, ethnicity or religious affiliation.
Our desire is to see families permanently break free
from poverty.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube

1800 812 164
GPO Box 4487 Sydney NSW 2001
opinfo@opportunity.org.au
www.opportunity.org.au
opportunityAUS
@opportunityAUS
opportunity-international-australia
opportunityaustralia

ParaQuad NSW’s mission is to support people
with a spinal cord injury to achieve their choices in
life. ParaQuad’s values include integrity, reliability,
accountability and leadership.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn

+61 2 8741 5627
6 Holker St Newington NSW 2127
paraquad@paraquad.org.au
www.paraquad.org.au
ParaQuadNSW
@ParaQuadNSW
paraquad-nsw

paraquad NSW

ParaQuad NSW provides services to support life
choices and independence for people with a spinal
cord injury, their families and carers. Services
include: specialised clinical services; supported
accommodation; community support; health and
wellbeing (including occupational therapy, social
work and clinical/spinal services); information; training
and education; home based attendant care and the
provision of specialist healthcare products. ParaQuad
NSW reaches a membership of over 1700 people
through its services across NSW and the ACT.

the prince charles hospital foundation
The Prince Charles Hospital Foundation funds health
and medical research into some of the world’s biggest
killers and most debilitating illnesses. Through our grants
program, we have funded over $13 million in research
into heart and lung disease, organ transplantation,
mental health, general medicine, emergency medicine,
critical care, allied health and nursing.
We are one of the few organisations which provide
funding specifically for researchers throughout their
careers, offering grants for both new and experienced
investigators. Our research equipment funding
program is also unique and commercial activities
offset our costs ensuring over 90% of donations go
directly to research funding.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter
Instagram

+61 7 3139 6350
627 Rode Rd, Chermside QLD 4032
Tpch-foundation@health.qld.gov.au
www.tpchfoundation.org.au
www.findingcures.com.au
ThePrinceCharlesHospitalFoundation
@tpchfoundation
tpchfoundation
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RACS
With over 25 years’ experience, RACS is an
independent community legal centre whose purpose
is to provide a free, specialist legal service for asylum
seekers and refugees. RACS strives to ensure that
individuals and families, at risk and fair representation
before the law, and are granted protection by Australia,
and opportunities to seek family unity, in accordance
with Australia’s international obligations.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 9114 1600
Level 12, 173-175 Phillip St, Sydney NSW 2000
admin@racs.org.au
www.racs.org.au
RACSaustralia
@RACSaustralia

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook

+61 2 8966 8577
19-21 South Steyne, Manly NSW 2095
penelopes@royalfarwest.org.au
www.royalfarwest.org.au
RoyalFarWest

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 8116 3042
20 Herbert Street Oatley, NSW 2223
secondtoys@optusnet.com.au
www.secondchancetoys.com.au
Second-Chance-Toys-NSW
@2ndChanceToysOz

We believe asylum seekers and refugees should be
able to live their lives with dignity, security, family unity
and freedom. Our work is premised on a commitment
to fundamental human rights, human dignity and
international protection.

royal far west
Royal Far West is a non-government organisation that
has been providing health services to children living
in rural and remote NSW for over 88 years. Its vision
is healthy country children. Its mission is to make an
outstanding contribution to the health and well-being
of children in regional NSW.
To achieve this, Royal Far West works in partnership
with families and their local health and education
providers to complement existing services within the
community. Every year, thousands of country children
who have non-acute developmental, behavioural,
learning, emotional and mental health disorders, and
limited access to local services, benefit from our
integrated clinical and educational model of care.

second chance toys
Second Chance Toys NSW Incorporated is a not-forprofit organisation in Australia set-up to rescue and
recycle gently used plastic toys by donating them to
children in need.
In Australia in 2010, Second Chance Toys began in
the St George region of Sydney with toy collections
organised through local Schools, community groups
and individuals.
Second Chance Toys now organises larger collections
through Corporates and Community Toy Drives
and has its first drop-off location in Marrickville at
The Bower. With increased awareness and through
partnering with larger organisations we aim to increase
toy collections to help more children across Sydney
and beyond.

the sydney story factory
The Sydney Story Factory is a not-for-profit creative
writing centre for young people. It nurtures young
people’s creativity and well-being through sustained
personal attention to their writing. Trained volunteer
tutors work with students one-on-one or in small
groups to help them produce stories of all kinds, which
we publish in as many ways as possible. Programs
target marginalised young people, particularly those
from Indigenous or non-English speaking backgrounds,
but are open to everyone. All programs are free.

Contact +61 2 9699 6970
Address 176 Redfern Street,
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

Redfern NSW 2016
cath@sydneystoryfactory.org.au
www.sydneystoryfactory.org.au
Sydney Story Factory
@SydStoryFactory

the shepherd centre
At The Shepherd Centre, we open up a world of sound
for little children who are deaf or hearing impaired, so
they can go confidently forward in life, and attend
mainstream school. We achieve this by partnering
with families and providing the proven, unique and
individualised Early Intervention tools they need
to teach their child to listen and speak. We make a
transformative difference by empowering families to
achieve their dream for their child.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 9351 7888
PO BOX 871 Strawberry Hills, NSW 2012
enquiries@shepherdcentre.org.au
www.shepherdcentre.org.au
ShepherdCentre
@ShepherdCentre

the wesley research institute
The Wesley Research Institute (WRI) is an
independent not-for-profit medical research institute
established in 1994 and located in the grounds of The
Wesley Hospital in Brisbane.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contact +61 7 3721 1510
Address PO Box 499, Toowong, QLD 4066
Website www.wesleyresearch.org.au

WRI’s research support services include:
Funding research projects
Scientific research plan assistance
Biostatistical support
Research education and training
Research collaborative network establishment
Infrastructure (facilities and equipment)
Clinical trial services
Tissue banking
Data management

Wesley Research Institute’s differentiation is to work
directly with patients and clinicians to improve patient
care and quality of life through:
• Faster, more accurate diagnosis
• Fewer, less severe side effect
• New treatment for faster, improved recovery

YWCA NSW
YWCA NSW is a not-for-profit organisation, which
supports more than 32,000 vulnerable people at times
in their lives when they need it most - regardless of
their age, religion or gender - across NSW each year.
It is part of the worldwide YWCA network and has
been a part of the fabric of Australian culture since
1880. Today it delivers an innovative and sustainable
mix of community services and programs, both
independently and in conjunction with other not-forprofits as well as contributing to its own sustainability
through commercial and social enterprises.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
Twitter

+61 2 9285 6237
5-11 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney, NSW 2000
nicolar@ywcansw.com.au
www.ywcansw.com.au
ywcansw
ywcansw
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Private Portfolio Managers (PPM)
PPM is proud to help support the organisations
selected for The Australian Charity Story Book and
The Not-For-Profit Foundation as its corporate patron.
Since 1995, PPM has provided exceptional
investment returns to a select group of successful
individuals, superannuation funds, family offices, and
charitable organisations.
An independent investment manager of Australian
and International share portfolios, our approach is to
preserve and grow capital over the long-term with
a tailored portfolio management service to optimise
investment outcomes.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Newsletter
RSS
LinkedIn

+61 2 8256 3777
Level 3, 2 Martin Place Sydney NSW 2000
ppm@ppmfunds.com
www.ppmfunds.com
http://www.ppmfunds.com/ppm-perspectivesinvestment-newsletter
http://feeds.ppmfunds.com/ppmfeed
private-portfolio-managers---ppm

We welcome you to subscribe to Perspectives, our
investment newsletter. Please contact us to discuss
International or Australian equities portfolio management.

medibank community fund
At Medibank, we stand For Better Health, and believe
that a proactive approach to preventative health is an
investment in the long term wellbeing of the community.
The Medibank Community Fund was established in
2010 to inspire people to take action to safeguard their
own health and wellbeing for a healthier future.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Twitter

+61 3 8622 5323
700 Collins Street, Docklands VIC 3008
medibank_cf@medibank.com.au
www.medibankcf.com.au/
@MedibankCF

The Medibank Community Fund’s vision is: that people
of all ages will live longer in good health by being
encouraged to eat well, be physically active and more
connected with their communities.
One per cent of Medibank’s pre-tax profit (approximately
$3 million per year) drives this community investment.
Our employees help bring the program to life and,
through partnerships, education, community funding
grants, research projects and investment in Indigenous
health and wellbeing, we are activating change for
better health.

optimum NFP
Optimum NFP is a uniquely targeted management
consulting service that delivers wide ranging solutions
to the broader Not-for-Profit sector. These include:
• Identification, management and implementation of
appropriate change processes that best prepare
the organisation for successful change outcomes;
• Design and implementation of Governance
frameworks
• Development of risk management frameworks
• Strategic planning activities that underpin
organisational performance
Optimum NFP is accredited on the National Disability
Service ‘Panel of Experts for the Good Governance
Program’; where structured services are offered in the
following Support Packages that are designed to assist
disability service provides in NSW achieve their goals:
• Strategic Business Planning
• Stakeholder Engagement & Successful Transitioning
• Risk Management
• Good Governance
David Rosenbaum, as Principal of Optimum NFP holds
formal graduate qualifications in Accounting and post
graduate qualifications in Management.

Address
Email
Website
LinkedIn
Blog

PO Box 966, Drummoyne, NSW 1470
drosenbaum@optimumnfp.com.au
www.optimumnfp.com.au
optimumnfp
http://optimumnfp.blogspot.com/

Minter Ellison
Minter Ellison is a law firm that operates in Australia and
Asia with an enterprise workforce of more than 1600
people. We recognise that we are part of the communities
in which we operate and that we have responsibilities that
extend beyond our client work.
Our firm’s Community Investment Program provides
opportunities for all our people to be involved with
their local community. Through pro bono legal work,
community service and charitable giving we support our
key focus areas of disadvantaged youth, homelessness,
alleviation of poverty, and access to justice.

Address Level 22, Waterfront Place, 1 Eagle Street
Email
Website
Twitter
LinkedIn

Brisbane QLD 4000
robert.reed@minterellison.com
www.minterellison.com
@minterellison
minter-ellison

The Program enables us to use our collective skills,
time and resources in partnership with others to make a
positive impact in the community and to inspire both our
people and those with whom we work.

logicCa chartered accountants
Logicca Chartered Accountants was formed in 2006
and since then has grown rapidly by the referrals of our
existing clients who appreciate our services being audit
and assurance, tax consulting, business services and
compliance for self managed superannuation funds.
We have a number of areas of speciality one of which
is the not for profit sector in which Peter Hersh is
considered in the industry as an expert.

Contact
Address
Email
Website
Facebook
LinkedIn

+61 2 9552 9897
GPO Box 5486 Sydney NSW 2001
kparker@logicca.com.au
phersh@logicca.com.au
www.logicca.com.au
Logicca-Chartered-Accountants
logicca

Technically as you are aware the tax and compliance
legislation is different and unless your advisors are up
to date with the continual changes and immersed in
the details daily you may not be getting the full range of
concessions available to your organisation.
We congratulate the team behind The Australian
Charity Storybook and are proud to be associated with
so many amazing organisations all of whom deserve
more support to fund their goals.

technocrat
Technocrat is a Digital Agency, based in Sydney and
Melbourne, founded on the belief that the best solutions
and the best service are, and will always be, designed
and delivered by experts.
Our clients require us to constantly innovate ways to
create online experiences that are compelling and
simplified at once, as well as engineering scalable,
robust solutions. Their relentless search for competitive
advantage is our own, and we are continuously
experimenting with technology in response.

Address
Email
Website
Twitter
LinkedIn

Level 3, 2 Martin Place, Sydney NSW 2000
anand@technocrat.com.au
www.technocrat.com.au
@technocrat_au
technocrat

The “Technorati” are not only experienced, developers,
UX consultants or managers; we are also pragmatically
commercial as well. We accept that our clients will
have a their own way of working, and we adapt our
processes, tools and methodology accordingly to find
and deliver the best solution.

www.nfpfoundation.org.au
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partners
Hunt Professional Group
Founded in 1974, we remain a family owned and run
boutique firm of Accountants, Tax Advisors & Auditors.
Our aim is to make your financial decisions easier,
minimise your tax and help you get on with the other
important things in life. Over the last four decades,
our team of highly qualified experts have developed
bespoke solutions for our clients, including:
• Assisting business and not for profits with advice
and audit services
• Developing and implementing tailored and efficient
taxation structures to assist financial growth and
provide peace of mind
• Advising senior executives and their families in
relation to their personal wealth
• Advising on international tax
• Developing succession plans
• Employee share plan and superannuation advice
• Financial Retirement Advice
• Estate Planning

Contact +61 2 9221 6699
Address Level 13, 74 Castlereagh Street Sydney NSW 2000
Email Phillip.Hunt@huntprofessionalgroup.com.au
David.Hunt@huntprofessionalgroup.com.au

Website www.huntprofessionalgroup.com.au
LinkedIn hunt-professional-group
YouTube HuntGroupTV

Private Wealth Network (PWN)
PWN is an independent membership organisation for
individuals and families of significant wealth, family
offices and family enterprises. We are committed to
exploring the challenges and opportunities that wealth
brings to private individuals and intergenerational
families. We currently have over 150 private family
groups and individuals as members of PWN, including
wealth generators and inheritors.

Address
Email
Website
LinkedIn

Level 8, 283-285 Clarence Street, Sydney NSW 2000
info@pwnetwork.com.au
www.pwnetwork.com.au
private-wealth-network

We provide educational and peer exchange
opportunities in the form of private luncheons,
seminars, conferences, webinars and online content.
Throughout the year we deliver events and activities
that allow for knowledge sharing and collaboration
across the network.

Lead Creation
The B2B buying decision is different. The B2B sales
funnel is complicated. The buying process is long,
and you’ve got competitors. Credibility, trust and
relationships are critical to make sales. At Lead
Creation, we gather together your most important
prospects, engage with them on your behalf so that
you can then sell to them.
Why are we so different? Let’s keep things simple…
• We only work with clients who sell B2B.
• We shorten your sales cycle by gathering and
engaging your most valuable prospects.
• We give you access to a powerful New Media:
some of the largest online business communities
in Australia.
• We can only work for one company in each
industry – the one that wants to become (or stay)
the market leader.
• We guarantee to deliver results that return revenue
(pretty rare with marketers..!)

Book design courtesy of
Contact 0459 210 580
Email hello@tkfdesign.com
Website www.tkfdesign.com

Address
Website
Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn
YouTube
PinInterest

Level 5, 39 Liverpool St Sydney NSW 2000
www.leadcreation.com.au
leadcreation
@leadcreation
lead-creation
leadcreation
leadcreation

The charitable organisations featured in this book do not fundraise through paid sales agents prospecting in public areas.
Copyright © 2013 The Not-For-Profit Foundation Incorporated (INC 130061).
Content contained in this publication has been provided by the participating organisations and is solely their responsibility. The Not-For-Profit Foundation makes no
representations or warranties about this content or the participating organisations. The content published in this document has been provided at the direction of the
participating organisations who are solely responsible for its publication and use. All participating organisations have provided comprehensive indemnities to The Not-ForProfit Foundation against any damages resulting from the content’s publication and/or use. The Not-For-Profit Foundation makes no representation regarding the efficacy,
governance or legalities of the participating organisations. The Not-For-Profit Foundation makes no representation regarding the tax treatments of any payments or gifts
made to the participating organisations. Readers must do their own due diligence as there is neither a guarantee, nor any accepted legal liability whatsoever arising from or
connected to, the accuracy, reliability, currency or completeness of any material contained in this publication or on any linked website.

www.nfpfoundation.org.au
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